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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid " VERSE + Feeling the preuura of finals looming 
_,HE DAILY 
STUDENT TRJ\NSPORt :no 
ticket to While some students don't 
Having a car ar Eastern is a must fur many 
srudcnis, while othtts opt to walk as much as 
cbcy can. 
Although srudcnts can walk anywhere on 
campus, there arc many srudems who don't 
think chey can live without their cars. 
Drew Jacobs, a sophomore psychology major, 
has received more chan 20 parking cickcts and 
bad his car booted twice and rowed once during 
cbc last chrct: semesters. Inadequarc parking fur 
underclassmen is a major amcttn for Jaoobs. 
mind walking to get around, 
most can't stand to part with 
their vehicles. 
"l have co walk a half-mile to park my car 
behind cbe stadiwn, and wbcn r aaually did 
char, irgot towed on Friday fur driving school or 
something. They didn'c cclJ me I c:ouldn'c park 
cbcn; .. Jacobs said. 
Having a car is an expensive luxury. parking 
tickets can IaJ1ge from $20 to $40. Jacobs paid 
$120 for having his car booted and rowed, but 
he still has a car here. He pays for gas, tic.km, 
parking permits and mamtenanc.c with money 
be earned over cbc summer. 
"It's nic.c to have a car beau.st you don't bave 
to rely on people," he said. "There isn'r a lot ro 
aaually do in chis cown, so if I fed like l need co 
go somewhere chcn I go there. J have a lot of 
friends at U of 1 and SIU." 
Tyler Enloe, a sophomore pl't'<nginccring 
major, is the proud owner of a 1993 Buick 
Ccnrury. last y~ Enloe did not have his car, 
but it did nor seem co pose a problem fur him. 
Now. he lives off-campus and likes having his 
car to get around. 
"Having a car saves a good amount of time 
getting back and forth," Enloe said. 
He also thinks there .is not enough parking 
fur undcrc1a.ssmcn. 
sa RJDE Pi'GE 9 
Ea1c Hn.THE•/lHE~YWlTRN~ 
Snow-covered cars rest in tile "S" lot after lltunclar moraine•• snow talL Stade Its witlt nhicles oa campu aoctjlt parki1g htadacbts for the 
luxury of easy access to transportation, tspecially aow ttaat temperatures are dropping below frttzing. 
Charleston brings out winter precautions 
Bv K.RISTfN LARSEN 
C"ITYfOtTOR 
Snow oovcrcd the ground, tree branches and 
car.; on Thursday morning. With the: snow 
comes slick StrCetS covered in slush and ice, 
making drivers more cautious as chcy make 
their daily trips. 
Charleston's Public Works is prepared co 
make the streets safer for commuccrs. 
"We had salt delivered (on Tuesday) so we 
have ic on hand," said Qµincy Combs, Public 
Works supcrinr.cndcnr. 
Public Works swrs preparing fur wincer by 
making sure all cbc potholes arc filled.. It also 
divides the city into six areas and assigns ar least 
one plow to each area. DrivCI"$ are on-call 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. 
"'We work for however long it takes unril the 
sucei:s arc cleared," Combs said. 
Depending on cbc forecast, if less than four 
inches of snow ls going ro fall, the city docs pre-
salr. If ic's more rhan four inches, though, i i 
wouldn't help to pre-salt, Combs said. 
High-traffic areas are worked on firsr. Falling 
gas prices also help wirh the snow removal 
budget. 
"The gas prices were hurting us when they 
were over thrte dollars." Combs said. "Now 
that they arc f.alling down, r.hey are fining with 
our budget ~cimares." 
facn if the pria:s do start ro rue again, it 
would nor affect the removal tcchniqu~. 
Drivers should also make sure their ca.rs are 
ready for winter. Although there is nothing 
addilional needed for the winter season, a rou-
tine oil change also includes inspccrions of 
c:verythiog under rhe hood and underneath a 
car. said Misty Kessler, scrvic.e manager at 
Diephoh. Chevrolet Cad.iliac.. 
Residents arc also reminded about snow 
rourc; throughout the city. Once there arc cwo 
inches of snow, n::sidcncs a.re asked to remove 
their cars from the smet:s. Otherwise they "ill 
be rowed. 
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Facelift for 
7th Street 
Underground 
about to start 
Bv LAUREN MOORE 
STUl}ENT CiClVl:RNMI Nf £1l11 0 11 
The renovation of 7th Sattt Underground 
will begin within the next three weeks. 
Student Body President Ryan Berger exp~ 
lili excicemcnt about the project gercing under-
way ar Wednesday nighc's Srucknr Senate meet-
ing. 
Phase one of the process will rota! approxi-
mardy $100,000, Berger said 
"I'm extremely excited," Berger said. "The vice 
president of student affairs has told me not ro 
worry about using srudenr fees. Dr. (Daniel) 
Nadler and other executives arc doing everything 
they can to not use student funds co do this proj-
ect." 
Alrhough the project will begin with the pain r-
ing of the ceiling and pipes. much more is 
involved in the fim steps of rhe rcnovarion. Phase 
one consists of building the carpered loft, which 
will be the first of what could be three p~. 
Bcigcr said. 
~For the carpeted loft, we will have the-ceiling 
thar is cuncnt.ly a dark hunter green painred 
black, the piping painted an aluminum color. the 
walls will be an 'EJU gray.' bu.r rhe bride will 
remain,» Berger said. 
lnstaIWion will include cwo flat-screen lV's, 
domes that serve as sound localizers co keep noise 
from the cdevisions co a minimum, gray ca.rpcr-
ing, aluminum handrails, a compucer area wirh 
stainless steel tables, black walls and built-in 
lighting with wirdcs.s connections for laptop 
users and - Berger's f.woriti: - a plao: where art 
srudems can showcase: their work. 
''"We still nc:ed to m~re a fonnal syyem on 
how ro roCJ.tc the arrwork. but there will be rv.'O 
main spaces," Berger said. ''Any sruden~ can 
contacr me if they a.re inrcrcsred in d.isplaymg 
cheirwork. tt 
Despicc the amount of work being done dur-
jng phase one, Berger said it won't affect any 
scheduled events at 7th Srra:c Underground. 
He said he beliC\~ with these new renova-
rions, ~rh Street Underground will become a 
place Eastern sntdc:ncs will want ro be. 
"We arc using the ideology 'if you build ic, 
they will come,"' Berger said. "Wich cbc technol-
ogy and entertainment in phase one, we believe 
srudentS will want co c:ome and use the space." 
Berger said so far there have been no major 
problems wich che preparacions for the renova-
tion. 
Planned renovations 
Phase one of three renovations include: 
• Building carpeted Joh 
• Painting loft ceiling black, the piping an alu-
minum color and the walls gray 
• Installation of two Oat-screen lV's 
• Installation of sound-localizing domes 
• Installation of grny carpeting 
• Installation of aluminum handrails 
• Installation of computer area with staintess-5teel 
tables, black walls and built-In lighting 
• Installation of wireles.t; connections 
• Building student art showcase area 
r 
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The Daily Easiern News is produced by the 
s1udents or EaS1ern Illinois University. 
It i< published daily Monday through Friday, 
in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring 
semesters and twice weekly during the 
summer term exc~I during school vacations 
or examinations. Subscription pnce: $50 per 
semester, $30 for summer. $95 all year. 
Th" DEN Is a member of The Associated Press, 
which Is entitled to exclusivlo! use of all articles 
appearing in this paper. 
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HAVE A SUGGESTION? 
If you have any suggestions or ideas for 
articles you would like 10 see in The DEN, 
feel free to contld us at 581·2812 or by e-mail 
DENeicOgmail.com. 
FIND A MISTAKE? 
Let us knol.v if you find a factual error in The DEN 
so WI! can provide the correct information to olher 
readers. Contact the editoral581·2812 or 
DENeicOpll.com. 
PHONE: 217-581·2812 FAX: 581·2923 
E-MAIL: DENEICOGMAIL.COM 
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FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK 
TODAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
32 38 37 
26 26 19 
Partly cloudy Cloudy Cloudy 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Holiday art for sale at Tarble 
Shoppers who are looking fur unique 
holiday gifu for family and friends can 
pu.ochase original art pieces from the 
Tarble Arts Center this holiday season. 
A variety of icems are available, 
including hundreds of handcrafted 
pieces of jewelry, small sculprures, 
ceramics, holiday decor and more. 
The an sale will begin at 10 a.m. ' 
coday. 
Study Abroad 
Easrern offurs its scudenrs a chance 
co see the world while learning about 
other councries and earning credit 
hours toward graduation, all at the 
same time. Srudents can learn abouc 
study abroad opportunities from 1 
p.m. co 1:30 p.m. today in the base-
mem classroom of Lawson Hall. 
Information sessions are held weekly. 
Gender movie 
A movie and disa.ission on women 
in the military will take place ac 7 p.m. 
Mond~.y in the Tarble Arts Arrium. 
The fcanued film is Privare Benjamin 
(1980), fearuring Goldie Hawn as a 
widow named Judy who joins the mil-
itary and has a rough rime of it at the 
beginning. The film follows Judy 
through her hardships as she gets used 
co her new life. 
Earthquake benefit 
The Association of the 
lncemacional · Srudents of Eastern 
lUinois University will hold a concert 
benefit for the victims of the Pakisr.i.ni 
earthquake. Bastian, Brigham, 
Forgerring Paris and Romancing the 
Bone will perform ac 8 p.m. tonighc at 
7th Street Underground. Admission is 
PLAY SNOW 
$3 at the door and donations will be 
accepted inside. 
Musical "Messiah" 
The Eastern Symphony Orchestra 
will perform a holiday concert fearur-
ing "Messiah" by George Frideric 
Handel, as well as "Fantasia on 
Christmas Carols" by Ralph 
Vaughan Williams with l3tian Yakey, 
baritone, and "Biehl 'Ave Maria"' for 
the men's chorus. Richard Rossi of 
the music departmenr will conduce 
the show at 4 p.m. Sunday ar McAfee 
South Gymnasium. There will be a 
$10 general admission charge, $5 for 
youth and $8 for senior citi:rens. 
Eastern srudentS get in free wirh their 
scudent I.D. The Charlescon Area 
Charitable Foundation is sponsoring 
the show. · 
ERIC HtLTNEll/THE D'Jl.Y EASTERN NEWS 
Ethu ladleJ, 3, nib with tht lllOWlllU lit madt i1 Ille Scliool of FHlilJ 1111 Coull•r SoiHcn' planroud 
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MONDAY TUESDAY 
32 31 
21 21 
Partly cloudy Few snow flurries 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
Freshman & Transfers 
All day I Orientation and 
advising appointments for 
incoming freshmen 
and transfer students. 
International programs 
9:30 a.m. I Monthly meet-
ing of the International 
Programs Advisory 
Committee. 
Booth library, Room 4440 
Can you hear me nowt 
12:30 p.m. I Hearing test-
ing available for infants 
through adults . 
Appointmenl;s can be 
made with Linda 
Huddlestun 581-2712. 
Human Services Center, 
second floor 
Theater 
7 p.m. I "An Evening of 
Student-Directed One-
Acts" presented by 
Eastern's theater depart-
ment. Tickets are $10 for 
adults; $8 for faculty, staff 
and senior citizens; and 
$5 for students and are 
available at the Village 
Theatre box office from 2 
p.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays 
and one hour before each 
performance . 
Village Theatre 
Stargazing 
9 p.m .. J Observation open 
to all students and the 
public. 
Eastern Illinois University 
Observatory · 
CORRECTIONS 
• The dates for Homegrown 
Holiday, a Christmas 
celebration at Old Main, 
were incorrect in Thursday's 
issue oi The Daily Eastern 
News. The event will be held 
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Dec. 7 
and from l O a.m. to 11 :30 
a.m. Dec. 8 in Old Main. 
• The amoun1S of funding 
Eastern receives from the state 
and its general.fund reported 
in Thursday's column by Sarah 
Whitney titled, "State funding 
abandonsstuden~'bank 
accounts" were off by a 
decimal point. Eastern 
received nearly $55 million in 
state funding in fiscal year 
2002. In FY 2006, Eastern will 
receive nearly $48 million, • 
which is a 13 percent 
decrease since FY 2002. 
• In FY 2002 Eastern 
received nearly $26 million 
in income fund, which 
includes tuition. In FY 2006, 
Eastern received $38 million 
in income fund, which is a 
32 percent increase. 
• .Tbe DEN.regrets the.errors. 
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OPEN LONGER: Eastern facilities get ready for finals 
Bv Cu"ov TANll!f\' 
Administration Reporter 
Srudcms will be able ro stay 
later and srudy longer at che 
Gregg Triad Computer Lab 
next week. 
The student compurer lab. 
which houses 60 compucers, 
will be open c:ontinuously from 
2 p.m. Sunday until 10 p.m. 
Dec. 16. 
Finals week is the busiest 
time ar Easrern's student com-
puccr labs, specifically che 
Gregg Triad Lab. said Michael 
Hoadley, assistant vice presi-
den r for academic affai.cs fur 
rcchnology. 
uYou go down there just 
about anytime now and every 
computer is being used," he 
said. "Its a good problem co 
have." 
ccchnology fee, Hoadley said. 
The Writing Center will not 
be open during finals week 
because the staff of eight gradu-
ate assist.ant rucors will be rak-
ing final exams. 
Students needing hdp wich 
writing-related homework or 
questions will need to meet 
with rheir professors, said 
Shannon Llmeron, a ruror at 
the center. 
Booth Librarywill extend its 
hours bcfo~ finals week. It will 
be open from 9 a.m. until 9 
p.m. on Dec. 10. 
The library will also host a 
"snack break" in the everung on 
Dec. 13 offuing popcorn and 
lemonade fur srudents studying 
in che library, said Peg Manley, 
Booth Llbrary administrative 
aide. 
hie HllTN(llTHfD"Jl.YWTERNM\~ 
Senior biology major Emit, Bom stud1ts for a t11t in Booth Lillrary on Thursda, aftemoon. She aald she it not J9f worried about her 
flnal1. 11111111 have a lot of 1»roj1ctt and tem before then," the uld. 111 haven't had time to wony about it yet." 
A rota! of nearly 800 com-
purcrs arc available for srudenc 
use ar more than 20 compurer 
Ltbs a1 Ea~. Nearly 640 of 
rhcsc compurers have been 
funded by srudenrs' oompucer 
Booth Library will be open 
from noon until 1 a.m. on 
Dc:c. 1 J. The library will be 
open from 8 .l.m. until 1 a.m. 
Dec. 12 through Dec. 15, and 
from 8 a.m. umil 5 p.m. Dec. 
16. 
·Apportionment Board responds to appearance of bias 
Previous members of fee-funded boards can serve on AB 
BY l.AUllEN M OORE 
SlUDENT COVUNMENr EDITOR 
Members who have been on fee-fonded 
boards in the past are currently eligible to serve 
~ members of cbe Apportionment Board as 
long as they are no longer affiliated with chat 
fee-funded board. 
The main purpose of the AB is to decide 
where students' money wiltgo. since the student 
activicy fee they pay every year is meant ro ben-
efit them as a whole. 
A bylaw currently exists which says that ic is a 
viobcion for a student who is involved in a fee--
funded board to vote at any Apportiorunenr 
Board meeting. 
Mark Baccs. chair of the ruition and ftt 
iniew o:>mmirtce. is in his SttOnd yea of serv-
ing on the board, but since: he is involved with 
Student Senate. he attends AB mcctin~ as a 
non-voting member. 
"Eight srudcnts can vote," Bates said. "The 
rest of the srudents are non-voring members. We 
have five people who don't vocc, and they 
''These .. two people I think 
wouldn't have biases." 
MAB BATtS, 
Ar'PoRTI01'MENT Bo.\RD 
NON·VOTl"'G MEM8at 
include three srudenrs and cwo adviseJS."' 
Although it is a violation co serve on AB while 
on a fee-funded board, there are some who used 
to be on kc-funded boards chat are now on AB. 
AB srudenr member Maria Santoyo used co 
be the Univeisicy Boa.rd chair. and sophomore 
Alex Robb used to work for Amp, funnerly 
known as Pulse magazine. 
Bares said alchouGh they have been on boards 
in the past chat receive money from the AB, he 
believes char d<>c:!>n't issue a conflict of interest. 
"These are two people l think wouldn't have 
biases," Bares said. "I <loubc ic would happen. I 
have no qualms with d'em being on the board." 
However, Bares said he ch.ia.ks ifitwe~some­
one else besides Santoyo and Robb. he would 
look for bias. 
"l would look for it, but 1 wouldn'r as.sume 
it," Bates said. "l would have ro sec it personal-
ly.ft 
Santoyo said she doesn't think previously 
being on a kc-funded board oorrdatcs ro having 
a bias on AB. 
"(le) makes you more knowlo:lgeable abo~c 
whac's being presenred ar the mecring," she said. 
AB f.tculcy member John Stimac said there is 
an apparenr conllia of interest, but Sancoyo 
showi. no bias. 
"Mari:i is very open-mindcJ, and there is 
notlung against wb.ar she is doing,~ Stimac said. 
"She can answer the questions the board has." 
Stimac said if rhe concern is taken co the 
ex~me. then srudenrs who use rhe Srudenr 
Rccreaaon Ccnrer mighc be biased. 
"One member of AB ar one point was on the 
~ Center staff, and she showed no bias, ... 
Stimac said. 
~anrovo agrees with rbe bylaw currently in 
Board descriptions 
Fee-fuJMled boards: 
University Board 
Student Government 
Recreation Center Advisory ~rd 
Apportlonmeat Board 
Purpose: to decide where student activity 
fees will go. 
Members: 15 
Voters: eight 
Non-voters: three students. two advtSers 
• 
plac.e. However, she said it gives people a reason 
to be suspicious. 
"I rhink it would be a conflia if someone was 
on a fee--fundttl board while.' on AB." Bates said. 
~Bur I wouldn'c expect them 10 do both in the 
flrst place. .. 
University Union Bowling Lanes Utl.arty's 
COSMIC BOWLING 
~ 
Friday & Saturday Night 
9:30pm - 12:30am 
Phone: 581-7457 
Italian Beef w/Fries $4.~  
I 4 o'clock club• $5 Pitchers I ~' 
Saturday 
Mega Burger w/ l!ries $4A9 
MALIBU FLAVORS 
wlnaMhStl 
ij 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"TeU /'he trul'h and don 'l 6e nftaid. " EDITORIAL BOARD 
COMMENTARY 
HOLLY MOHR 
ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR 
G UESS WHAT 
HAPPENED AT WORK? 
C.an you guess wh.u cdcbricy I served drinks co last night? 
Ob wair, you don't work there, you wouldn'c care. 
I almosc pttd my panrs roday in the newsroom when J 
heard the funniCSt scoi:y. Lee me cell you 1c. Oh never mind, 
you don't work there, you wouldn't gee it. 
Some of the most awkward moments I have arc when rm 
hanging out wich a group of people who all work cogether. It's 
almosc as if they can only mllc about work and have no 
thought co anyone or anything else. I undcmand char work-
ing at the same place is a huge thing co have in common, but 
can you at lease include me in the conversation or maybe mllc 
about something else or how about not invicing me along. 
''If,.. cri/wanl to talc 
about work wih olher 
coworkers, than don't have 
outside friends arolllll.'' 
I often feel, when 
I'm in this siruarion, 
I've c:ncouncered the 
same-employers cir-
cle of truSt chac no 
one else is allowed ro 
enter. I sometimes 
wonder why these 
people even m.akc 
the effort co br.e 
outsider fnends. I mean what arc they going to Wk co them 
about if they au1'c mllc about work.> 
1 wcnr ro the Dave Matthews Band concert, Wednesday ar 
the Assembly Hall in Champaign. I hung our wirh dmc of my 
friends who all happen co work at TGl Friday's. 
We had drinks before the c:oncen and I heard all abour the 
etiquette of working m the restaurant. Of course when I start-
ed to say something about the topic I was pretty much ignored 
because what do I know about restaurant etiquette? I've only 
worked at three in my life. but neither one of them was Fridays 
so it musr be c:omplerely d1ffurent. Righr? 
Afrer drinks, we all rode together in my Jeep. Traditionally 
before a Dave Matthews concert I like co hear some of their 
music, bur instead 1 had the pleasw:c of bearing my friends 
complain about other workers and the insane amount of work 
they're furced co do ar Friday's. l didn't get a say in the conver-
sation because I don't know anything abour working ham 
since J don't work ac Friday's. 
Dunng incerm~on my friends started going back and 
fonh rdling hilarious srories and jokes abour what happens ar 
Fridays. I never gor to hear any punch lines though because 
they'd stop the story or joke when they rememben:d l didn't 
work thett. I don't know of anything moi:c annoying as an 
unfinished scory. 
After the COncertl' we all went our ro cdebrare an amazing 
conccn:. I starred r.alJcing about what an awesome set Lise the 
band played, but the conversation soon rumed inco how per-
fccc the management ar Friday's is and how ir's the only place 
to work. Honestly, I don't think I spoke or was spoken co onc.e 
afrei: the work talk came ouc again. 
Unless TGI Friday's is the absolute Utopian dream, I don't 
understand their obsession with talking about it and only ir. 
I've l'2Jl into chis problem many times with people who work 
ac other places coo. 
[f you only wane co talk about work with other mworkers, 
then don't have ounidc friends around. If you do have us out-
siders th~. lee us 1n the conversation. Trust me, we can keep 
the mllc going even though we don'c work with you. 
Seriously, any joke that can be cold abouc Friday's (or any 
other workplace) can be comprehended by us simple folk who 
don't work there. 
Well I'm done venting about that. So do you wam to go out 
to the bars ronighc? No, not you. I was talking co my friends I 
work with. We'd jUSf be t3lking about work you wouldn't be 
inccrestc:d. 
Mohr. 1tj1111i(lr jo11r1u1lism fluljor. 
Mn bl' rtm-htl '" D/iM!iWc@gtwtilcom. ,~ • 
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Thanksgiving break to spend cime with friends Fifteen Eastern ing," she said. 
and family, 15 Ea.stern studems wenc down co students spent their With the school's affiliation through their alccr-
New Ode:ms ro help repair the Lazarus House. Thanksgiving break nacive spring break with the Laz.arus House. it was 
helping Hurricane 
The Lazarus House is a plac.c for HN and AIDS Katrina viouns. a natural 6c. 
victims to li\'e when they can't live on their own. Medina made numerous phone calls and finally 
These srudems att dear examples chat the opin- 0. duce got in touch with the Laz.arus House, which bad 
ion surrounding our age group that labels people 
as .. slackers" or Mselfuh kids" is wrong. The sclfless 
sacriAcc these srudent~ exhibited is ro be com-
mended. What they have done cant be minimiz.ed. 
They took an extra step not many people have 
done. The recent ming ofhurricanes spurred an 
unprecedented amount of monetary donations. 
On Nov. 14, USA Today reponed chat $2.7 billion 
had been donated ro the Red Cross in jUSt 11 
weeks to help the victims of Hurricane J<mina. By 
Those stl.ldents 
should be 
commended and 
congratulated for 
giving up their break 
to help out 1how. 
victims. 
Everyone knQWS it is 
a great gesture, but ' 
most people 
wouldn't be willing 
to give up the time to 
help out people Who 
need it. 
rclocaced co Arizona. 
Bue Medina never gave up and wicb cbe hdp of 
20 srudenc volunteers, her ~roots fund-raising 
project was able co raise more than $3,400, surp~­
ing their goal of $2,000. 
The money helped chem buy the marerials neccs-
sary. and the Catholic Ceme.r helped out by renting 
vans for the scudems to rake to Louisiana. They 
chcn worked I 0 hours a day washing out rooms and 
deaning mold, among other things. 
comparison, the Red Cross rec.cived a rota! of $2.S 
billion to help the victims of the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks. 
This was made more impressive by the fua that 
they didn't take school days off to go hdp. They 
cook days ouc of their personal lives to do so. 
Money is a good way of hdping Ollt, and many Web sues and 
telethons made donating as easy as clicking your mouse or dial-
ing a phone number. 
These effurrs have gone a long way ro show ocher students 
that they cm make a difference if they just puc in a little bir of 
exaa effort. 
But ic rakes much more dfon and detttrnination tQ drive 750 
miles south and take a han~n approach. 
The srudcnts worked together with the Newman Catholic 
Center. Cecilia Medina. junior sociology major, wenc co the 
Center's srudenc volunteer center and asked how she could help 
beyond donatmg money. 
As a generation, we have co take ir upon o~ves co disprove 
the theories about our self.cenrcredn~. Otherwise \Ye11 be jus-
cifymg chose theones. 
The tdimrial is the majority opinwn ef 
The Daily Easttrn News tditorW board 
YOUR TURN: LE1TERS TO THE EDITOR 
The scUf at The Daily Eatttrn News 
wants to know what students rhink 
about current even~. campus issues, 
college living and anything else stu-
dents would like to address. 
Editorial carcoons run everyday, 
while guest columns nm once a week 
on Wednesday. Anyone is welcome co 
wrice a column or draw a cartoon. bur 
it is at the editor's discretion when to 
run the column or the: carcoon. 
COLUMNISTS NEEDED 
Have an opinion? We want to hear 
it! The Daity E.asttrn Ntws is looking 
for sruderus im:crested in voicing opin-
ions on campus, state, national and 
incemational issues through columns. 
The DEN reserves the Wednesday gucsr 
column spot for srudents, f.aculcy and 
members of the ccmmunicy. Guest 
columns should be a minimum of 550 
words and can go up co 600 words. 
CARTOONISTS WANTED 
Tht DEN is inreresrcd in recruiting 
carcoonisrs char display artistic ability, 
particularly caricarures and tasteful 
humor as well as address campus issues. 
A grasp of the news and current evcncs 
is necessary for cartoonists to be dfcc-
tivc. 
Columns, c.a.n:oons and letters can be 
submitted at room 1811 of Buzzard 
Hall. 
LETnRS TO TltE EDrTOR 7he TJ.1 ly E.utetn Nl'ws 'aecepl'- let!E1'S to !he editor add«>s.,ng local, sf •le, n.u1on.1I ilnd lnt«na!lonal lswes Tull) ~Id be less 
than iso ~cmh und lnduof the: authors' IW11t! telephone number anrl arid~'· Stud~•~ •ho11lrl lnrlic,11c: their y.:·~r 111 ~hool and ma1or fatuity, adn11nistral10fl 
.md ~i.;111 'hould indlcair tt>t.ir po<•llQtl nd ~.irtl111..'nl Leu~ whose autt.or. cannot he wr11loo will not b!• printt>Cf w .. n.-wrve 1he nJlhl 10 t>dl1 I~ for 
IPnRln LH!PI'' c in he St:111 I Tlr •Viii LJ.s• rn Nr•\\• at 1811 8u:nard tfall Ch.ul•:?cS•on IL 6 l'lJO 1,1,etl rn 217-581-l!l.?J <ir e-m~1led 10 
DENelc@gm;all.com 
. . 
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Health Service 
adds two new 
staff members 
BY 5411>. RANNEllS 
STl\ff RfPOllTEll 
Eastern's Health Service MedicaJ 
Clinic recently welcomed two new 
members ro its sraff. 
Kimberley Hollender, M.D., and 
Kathie Blesch, a certified physician's 
assiscam, are chc newesc faces on che 
medicaJ clinic's ream, and they boch 
said they are happy with their new 
jobs at Eastern. 
Hollender, of Decarur, earned her 
bachelor's degree ar Illinois 
Woleyan University in 
Bloomington-Normal and earned 
her medical doctorate ar chc 
University or Ulinois at Chicago. 
Hollender said she is impressed 
char the Medical Qinic is providing 
quality care co the srudencs. 
"l'vc bttn very Lmprcssed char it is 
very i.rudem focused," Hollender 
said. "Everyone seems co want to 
take care of the srudents.~ 
Blesch, of Marroon, graduated 
from Ohio Scare University's 
College of Nursing in Columbus, 
Ohio, and earned her physidan's 
assistanc degree from Kerrcring 
College in Kettering, Obio. 
THE D AILY EASTERN NEWS 
CARRIE HouSITHtCWIYWTf.RNNIM'S 
KJle Slemmer, a gradoat• auistant with the music department, p~ a solo 
d11ri111 the performance of "Off the Top" at tlM EIU Jazz bsemblt 
performance llurnday evenini in the lirand laDroom of the U Union. 
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Jazz ensemble closes 
season on popular note 
BY KEllY CREMENT 
SlAFF RlPORTlR 
Eastern's Jazz. Ensemble rtraaed 
an audience that filled hJ.I. of the 
Grand Ballroom on Thursday night 
for itS lase performance of cbe 
semester. 
The ensemble played a wide vari-
ety of jazz compositions co scrike 
inrerest in aJI preferences of ja:z.z. 
The group is fresh off a recent 
performance at rhe annual 
Elmhurst College Jazz. Festival. 
Ac the festival, Eastern was the 
only big band selea.ed by the judges 
co perform in the evening concen. 
The concert featured pieces by 
Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock and 
Walrer Murphy. 
The group played Mib Davis' 
"So What," and the crumpet sec-
rion stepped up co convey Davis' 
srylc. 
The piece also incorporarcd a 
flugelhom, played by a member of 
rhe uumpec section. 
The piece began with piano and 
percussion, i:bcn slowly d1e sounds 
of a saxophone, trumpet and trom-
bone were added. 
The jazz. ensemble performed cbc 
theme from relevision's popular 
show "Family Guy." 
Sam Fagaly, dircaor of the jazz 
ensemble, imroduced che song by 
saying. "giggiry, giggicy." a phrase 
commonly used on the show and 
received cheers from cbe audience 
as che ensemble played. 
"There is a good mix, something 
for everyone co enjoy,n said Kyle 
Slemmer, a jazz performance gradu-
ate assistant. 
Slemmer played tenor saxo-
phone, standing throughout many 
of the sdccrions to play improvisa-
rional solos. 
He rhoughr che conccn was a 
successful night. 
With rhe lase concerr of che 
semester, che jazz ensemble was able 
ro show off all of their hard work. 
"l am hoping for an end produce 
of che semesrer co show how the 
ensemble has progressed over the 
semester," Fagaly said. 
The jazz. ensemble worked for 
abouc a month on the music, he 
said. 
Mitch and Linda Foster, of 
Charlesron, frequenr many Eastern 
ja:z:z. performances. 
"We love big band and jazz 
music." Linda Fosrer said. 
"We have been co ocher ensem-
bles and chey have always been 
good." Mitch Fo~ter said. 
Blesch has joined i:be sea.ff as a 
physician's assistant and s:tid she is 
also impressed with Health Service. 
She is very enthusiastic about her 
new position. 
Since she began working at 
Easrern, Blesch said she cbinks the 
clinic is very wdl organized and 
everything seems to be going very 
well. 
Comedan Sonya D returns for second show 
BY BRANDON C4MP8aL 
S lAH RU'ORTfK 
has performed with such high-profile aas as Chris 
Rock. Dcnrus Leary, Martin Lawrence, Kanyc West 
exhibition, which was hdd in the Grand Ballroom of 
che Marrin Ludler King Jr. University Union. The 
exhibition ihvired comedians and poets ro perform 
here ac Eastern. 
and Damon Wayans. • 
While Blesch had many reasons This coming Sarurday. comedian Sonya 0 will 
for coming to Easrcrn, she said she perform at 7cb Street UndagroWld m a Univ~uy 
is mosr in rcrcsred in working wiib Board-sponoored show. 
college srudenr.s. 
1 
Sonya Dis a Chicago-born comic who has been 
In addition to the comedy tour, Sonya D has 
made cdC'\oision appearances on The Jaime Foxx 
Show, BET's Comic View and Ri.mdl Simmons' 
Def Comedy Jam among others. 
Krystle Williams, public relations coordinator for 
the Univasicy Boacd. said the UB has been very 
active i:n promoting Sonya's perfun:nanc:e. 
"The srudcnts have been grear," rowing and headlining universities and dubs from 
Blesch said. "l enjoy working wuh aroW1d the counay on the RJE C.Omedy Cabaret 
chem." Tour for the pasr three yem. The RJE Comedy 
To make an appoinonent with Cabaret Tour is a long-ru111ung comedy tour aimed 
Hollender or Blesch, contact Health specifically at college audiences. 
Sonya D has appeared ar Easrem regularly CMr the 
past duce years. Lm year she was quorcd as saying 
that Ea_qcm has "probably the most marure crowd of 
srudcnc.s that I have worked with in a long time, and 
they support d1ese events." 
•for these comedy eve.ms we rypic:ally c:xpect to 
~around JOO ro 150 students ro attend," she 
'said. 
The show is scheduled co sran at 9 p.m. on 
Saru.rdayat 7th Street Underground. The event is &re 
for Ea.stem sruden~ as wdl as for the general public. Service at 58 J -2727. Ova her 12-year career as a comedian. Sonya D ln March of2004, Sonya D hosted the Dcf Poccry 
Come to Yadah II 
(Union Hair Salon) 
and Enioy our Stress reliever's Special 
December 6 
Prices ___________ _ 
Shampoo & Style _________ $25.00 
Relaxer $40.00 
Relaxer, Cut & Style Special $50.00 
Deep Conditioning Treatment $5.00 
Haircut $10.00 
1,2,3,4 BR Apts 
1 Yr Leases 
StartingJuncorAugust'06 
*Quiet Locations-Unfurnished/Furnished 
*from $230-475 mo per person 
Foe App't Phone: 348-77 46 
www.charlesronilapt§.com 
'~' SOUTH PnS IDE 
C5"CAFE 
OPEN SAM • 2PM MON-UT 
BREAKFAST SERVED 
ANYTIME 
Daily Specials 
614 JACKSON AVE. 
!1•5 • !SOllO 
German 
Special Day 
at Marianne's 
Brats, Schnitzels and more! 
Friday night music free 
entree from 8-1 Opm. 
Get in your order for 
European 
Christmas cookies 
and German Stollenl 
We cater for you: Order your 
Turkey, Ham , 
Cakes, Pies and Moret 
Come and join us for 
Christmas 
on the square! 
Saturday from 3· 1 Op m 
call 348-7733 
~SURPRISE 
your friends with a 
: BIRTHDAY AD in the DEN 
581·2816 
SHOWTIMES FOR DEC 2 - 8 
DREAMER(PG) DAJlY 7-JXJ • 
FRJSAT9:20 SATSUNMAT2:15 
JARHEAD(R) DALY 6:45 
FRJ SAT9';30 SATSUN MAT2:00 
SHOWTIMES FOR DEC 2 - 8 
HARRYPOrnR~ll£GCaETOF 
FIEHOCXM> ~ACCEPTED(PG13) 
3:30 4:20 6:50 7:50 10:10 
SAT SUN MAT 12:00 1:00 
AEON FLUX(PG13) 4:10 7:40 10:0S 
SAT SUN MAT 1.15 
ICE HARVeST(R) 5:15 8:00 10:20 
MAT SAT SUN 2:00 
PRIDE & PRfJUDICE(PG) 3:45 6:40 
9:40 SAT SUN MAT 12:40 
IN THE MIX(PG13) 5:30 8:15 10:30 
SAT SUN MAT 2:20 
JUST FRIENDS(PG13) 4:45 7:30 9:50 
SAT SUN MAT 1:30 
YOURS, MINE & OURS(PG) 5:00 7:15 I 
9:30 MAT SAT SUN 12:30 2:40 
WALK THE UNE(PG13) 4:00 7:00 10;00 
MAT SAT SUN 12:50 
CHICKEN lrntE(G) 4:30 6:30 8:45 
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'Toy drive begins second year in Coles Some Box Locations 
+ Academic Advising 
+ Athletics 
BY LAUREN GAOZAlA 
STAFF REPORTER 
With Christmas quickly 
approaching, Toys for Tots is in full 
swing on Easrern's campus and 
throughout Coles County. 
The toy drive has provided drop 
boxes for new and unopened coys 
at more than 40 locations across 
campus from Nov. 28 through 
Dec. 9. 
"Toys for Tots is a nationwide 
toy drive o.rganized by the United 
States Mpine Corps Reserve," said 
Tony Kwiatkowski, organizer of the 
Coles County area Toys for Tots 
drive. "They help over a million 
children across the United Stares." 
Nationally, Toys for Tots is in its 
54th year. Major Bill Hendricks, 
USMCR, scarred the program in 
Los Angeles in 1947. Bue it didn't 
begin in Coles County until last 
year. 
"I started Toys for Tots last year 
as an effort to unite students, facul-
ty and the community in a yearly 
toy drive to help the children of our 
community," Kwiatkowski said. 
"Last year, we were able to assist 
over 830 children in the Coles 
County and surrounding counties, 
and this year we are trying to help 
a thousand children." 
Charleston Lanes is helping out 
as well, offering a free game of 
bowling for every new or unopened 
toy donared. 
"1 believe in the power of num-
bers, and rhe more people who buy 
into the idea, the more successful it 
will be," Kwiatkowski. said. "Thar is 
why I think we were so successful 
last year and why I am hoping we 
will continue that success this 
year." 
To celebrate the drive th.is year, a 
Jukebox Jamboree is being held at 8 
p.m. on Dec. 9 at the 7th Street 
Underground. This event will 
include giveaways, food, entertain-
ment and a picture with Santa. 
More information on how co 
help or che schedule of events can 
be found at 
www.pen.eiu.edu/ ~cgak. 
+ Bookstore 
+ Booth Library 
+ Counseling Center 
+ Minority Affairs 
+Old Main 
• Health Service 
+ Tarble Arts Center 
+ University Police Dept 
• Newman Center 
+ Graduate School 
+ RecCenter 
+ Registrar 
+ Most Department Offices 
Last closed section of N~w Orleans reopens 
THE AsSOCIATEO PRESS would rebuild. Spiclerman bedsheets and rrick.-or-rreat bucker amid 
the wreckage. 
NEW ORLEANS - The last neighborhood in 
New Orleans char had remained closed after 
Hurricane Katrina reopened Thursday, with some 
residents of rhe Lower Ninrh Ward saying rhey 
planned to abandon rhe area and others vowing to 
rebuild. 
The Lower Nm.th Ward was the last section of the 
city to reopen, owing to the destruction wrought by 
the storm and floods after the London Avenue 
Canal levee breach. 
The neighborhood remained treacherous. Srrcecs 
were clear, bur hundreds of buildings were on the 
verge of collapse and yards were full of broken glass, 
metal shan:ls and boards scudded with rusting nails. 
Frank Wingate, who rerumed to inspect his 
mother's property, found a refrigerator lying on the 
edge of a neighbor's rooftop, where it had come to 
rest as storm waters receded. 
Red Cross officials, on hand to provide water, 
snacks and counseling, said about 1,000 cars carry-
ing Ninth Ward residents had passed a city check-
point by midday, and rhe crafficwas backed up four 
blocks from rhe entrance. 
Residents were allowed in for the day co gather 
what belongings rhey could. Until now, people had 
been able to view rhe desuucrion only on bus tours. 
Residents still cannot stay in the neighborhood, 
which has no electrical power. 
"This is all I know, right here," Palazwlo 
Simmons said as he stepped onco the sidewalk from 
rhe roof of a collapsed house he shared with his 
mother until Katrina hie Aug. 29. Simmons said. he 
Darlana Green said £1.oodwaters carried her house 
off its foundation while she and her two children 
remained inside. She scoffed at Mayor Ray Nagin's . 
public pronouncements rhat he wants all evacuees 
to come home. 
"Come home to what?" she said. She and her hus-
band recognized the heap of debris that used co be 
the family's home only after spotting rheir children's 
"We just came for a little closure, just to see," said 
Vandell Smith, standing in his front yard wirh wife 
Terri and looking ac what was left of rheit barely 
upright home. They could salvage nothing from 
inside - the wood-and-brick building was too rick-
ety to encer. 
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Parade to kick 
off Christmas 
in Charleston 
BY GRETCHEN TERNES 
STAFF REPORTER 
Santa will be coming co cown 
with a reindeer to hdp stare the 
Chrisrmas in the Heart of 
Charleston Festival. 
He will be introduced in the 
parade at 6 p.m. on Saturday in the 
square. The parade will kick off the 
Heare of Charleston Festival, said 
Jim Davis, a member of the parade 
committee for the past three years. 
le has become a tradition for the 
past 10 years. 
Lasting about 10 minuces, the 
parade will also include the 
Charleston High School band, 
Charleston Middle School cheer-
leaders and costumed characters. 
Grand Marshall Mayor John Inyart 
will be riding with his grandsons 
and Miss Coles County Katie 
Rufener. 
"I will be riding in a carriage and 
afterwards taking pictures," Rufener 
said. "It should be a lot of fun," 
Jackson Avenue Coffee will hose 
the band Motherlode, who will sing 
Chriscrnas songs ac 8 p.m. Free car-
riage rides will be available, and visi-
tors can buy Chriscmas trees and 
roasted chesmuts. Christmas scenes 
can be seen throughout rhe square. 
"The square looks like a scene 
form a Norman Rockwell painting. 
It is the way Charleston should look 
all year," said Evan Kubisek, manag-
er of Jackson Avenue Coffee. 
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CAA approved non-Western art classes Inmate to be the 
STAFF Rfl'OaT 
The Council on Academic A.ffiurs 
approved several general education class pro-
posals at iis regular meeting on Wednesday. 
Oeparonent chairs and faruliy members 
&om many deparunents were on hand to 
explain and defend their requests for new 
classes. 
Among chose improved were a series of 
classes on non-Wc:srem arc &om Southeast 
Asia. Japan and China. 
"Our goal is co expand the non-Wesrcm 
an o!Terin~ on ounpus," said Glenn Hild, 
chair of che an depanmenc. 
Hild said the classes would be offered on a 
rocaring basis, one per .semester, along with 
African arr. 
Also approved wen: rwo dasscs in rcchnol-
ogy security co aid the creation of a graduate 
certificarc in the program. eady and nunt 
U.S. history courses co comply wich che 
Illinois Articulation Initiative and a fresh- 1,000th person 
man-Level philosophy class in religious srud-
ies. 
The council aho rcquesred chat Jeff Cro~ 
a.."50ciate vice presidenr for academic affuirs, 
execu ted since '77 
attend a fururc council meccing to give an Tttf AssoCIAlrl> Pms 
update on the Banner project to create a new I 
daabase sysec:m for Ea.stem's academic and RALEIGH, N.C. - A man who killed bis wife and 
adminisualivc computer systems. 1 father-in-Jaw awaited lechal injeaion early Friday in cbe 
The oouncil mccu at 2 p.m. Thursdays in nation's LOOOch c:xecucion since capiml punishment 
Booth Library Confc~ce Room 4440. ~urned in 1977. 
Republicans return contributions from 
former representative Cunningham 
Kenneth Lee Boyd, ser ro die ac 2 a.m., spenr che day 
visicing Family and friends. 
Lace Thunday, Gov. Mike Easley denied Boyd's 
clemency request. F.arlicr in the day, che U.S. Supreme 
C.oun and the 4th U.S. Circuit: C.ourt of Appeals rcjeacd 
final appeals by Boyd's lawyers. 
"We wenl in and lold bim che governor turned hirn 
down and he handled ic well," said Boyd's lawyer, Thomas 
Maher, who was among a succession of visitors at che 
srace's Ccncral Prison. 
THE ASSOCIATED Prus 
WASHINGTON - Some congressional 
Republicans, seeking co dist:ancc themselves 
from former Rep. Randy "Duke" 
Cunningham, are donaring to chariiy polit-
ical money that he gave them over the 
years. 
Cunningham. who pleaded guilty 
Monday co raking $24 million in bribes in 
exchange for steering govcm."lleflt work co 
defense comractnrs, had given colleagues 
money from his campaign acoounc and a 
political action committee he created, che 
American Prosperiiy PAC. 
Since cbe California Republican's plea, 
more than a dozen GOP lawmakers and 
candidarcs have donarcd che money to 
cbariiy or disclosed plans co do so. 
Among them are Reps. Richard Pombo 
of California, Jin1 NU$Sle of Iowa, Heather 
W.Jsoo of New Mexico and Charles Dent 
of P~; Sen. John Thune of South 
Dakota; Mirnlcsoci. Senate: cmdidare and 
Rep. Mark Kennedy; and Oregon congres-
sional candidate Jim Fddkarnp. 
Stowawa1_ cat arrives in home 
state of Wisconsin 
MILWAUKEE - Emily t.hc cat is back-
afier flying home in cbe lap ofluxwy. 
The curious cat who wound up a:aveling 
to France in a rargo container couched 
down ar che Milwaukee airpon on 
Thursday. grcered by her family and. a 
horde of reporters. 
A C.ontinent21 cargo agc:nr handed her 
ovc:r to 9-ycar-old Nick Herndon. son of 
the cat's owners, Donny and Lesley 
McElhincy. Emily meowed and pawed at 
reponers' microphones as the family 
answered questions. 
NATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
"She'll be bdd onto a Joe all cbc way 
home. And then when we get home, coo, 
she'll be cuddJed a lot," Donny McElhiney 
said. 
Her sumpruous rcrum in business class 
on a Conrincncal Airlines flight was a sharp 
deparrurc from her tnp ro France, wheic 
she was found thin and thirsty buc still 
alive. 
21110 in mUitaQ service have died in Iraq war 
As of Thursday, ac lease 2, 110 members 
of the U.S. military have died since che 
beginning of the Iraq war in March 2003, 
according to an Associated Press count. 
At least 1,657 died as a resulr of hostile 
action. aa:ordiog to rhe mllicary's nwn-
bc:rs. The figures include five rnilicary civil-
ians. 
The AP count is four lower than the 
Defense Depanmenc's m11y, last: updated ar 
10 a.m. ESTThunday. 
The British ~ilitM)' ha.\ reporced 98 
deaths; lcaly, 27; UKraine, 18; Poland, 17: 
Bulgaria, 13; Spain, 11; Slovakia. three; 
Denmark. El Salvador, Estonia, 
Netherlands, Thailand, rwo each; 
Hungary, Kazakhsr.an, Larv1a one death 
each. 
Since May l. 2003, when President 
Bush d~arcd thar major c-0mbar opera-
tions in Iraq had cndcd, l.971 U.S. mili-
tary members have died, according co AP's 
counr. Thar includes at least 1.548 deaths 
resulring from hostile action. according co 
the milicary's numbers. 
Bush dedicates Christmas tree 
lighting to U.S. troops 
WASHINGTON - For the fifth year in 
a. row, President Bush on Thursday dedicat-
ed rbc lighting of the national Christmas 
tree t0 U.S. croops risking rbeir lives far 
from home and loved ones. 
"We ask for God to watch over our men 
and women in uniform who are scrvtng 
overseas. Their families miss chem, hold a 
scat open for them and pray for their safe 
rcrurn," Bush said. ~Many of them are serv-
ing in distant lands tonight, but cbey arc 
close ro our hcans." 
Environmentalists s~ New 
Orleans soil contaminated 
NEW ORLEANS - The ciiy' sparks and 
yards will be conraminared wich dangerous 
chemicals and h~vy mecils for years unless 
the U.S. Environmenral Protection 
Agency orders a. widespread cleanup of 
areas flooded by Hurricane Katrina. cnvi-
ronrncncalm:s said Thursday; 
The assessment, presented by the 
Narural Resources Defense Council and 
several Louisiana groups, was a stark con-
crasc to scatc:mcnts by srate and federal 
agencies chat conca.mination docs nor 
appear co be widespread. 
The EPA hasn't found soil conwnina-
tion in New Orleans to be somecbing war-
ranung a major cleanup, and st.are regula-
tors say they haven't round a need ro 
remove large amounts of sediment. 
Tom Harris, a toxicologist wich the 
Louisiana Depanmenr of Environmencal 
Qualiiy, said soil samples srud.ied by the 
natc don't jiutify wide-scale soil removal. 
"The vast ma1ority of the ciiy, we sec 
nothing that is a problem for long-tenn 
exposure," Ha.rm sa.id. 
Larger-ch.an-normal crowds of protesters \YUC cxpc:ctcd 
1 ar me prison in R:\leigh, and vigils were planned across .ne 
stare. Prison officials planned co righten sccuriiy. 
I 
Boyd, 57. did nor deny tlm he shoe and killed Julie 
Curry Boyd, 36. and her father, 57-ycar-old Thomas 
Dillard Cuny. Family members said Boyd stalked his 
c:manged wife afier cbcy separated following 13 Stormy 
)i:aIS of marriage and once sent a son to her house wich a 
bullet and a chrealcning nore. 
During the 1998 sla~ Boyd's son Christopher was 
pinned under hismochcr's body as Boyd unloaded a .357-
Magnum into her. The boy pushed his way under a bed ro 
escape the barrage. Another son grabbed cbe pistol while 
Boyd med to reload. 
The Supreme Court in 1976 ruled chac capital punish-
ment could resume aficr a 10-ycar moratoriwn. The first 
execucion cook place che following year, when Gary 
I 
Gilmore went before a firing squad in Utah. 
Boyd told The Assoclated Press in a prison interview 
, char he wanes no part of the infunous numerical discinc-
lion. 'T d hate to be rancmbm:d as char," Boyd said 
Wednesday. "I don't like che idea of being picked as a 
number." 
The l,OO!st could come Friday 01ghr, when South 
Carolina plans co put Sbawn Hwnphri~ to death for the 
1994 murder of a score clerk. 
I In Boyd'~ pica for clemency, his arromcys had argued has experiences 1n Vtetnam -where as a l>ulldozer opcra-t0r be was shot at by snipe[S daily - conaibured co bis 
aim es. 
As \he execucion drew near, Boyd was visited by a son 
I 
from a previous marriage, who WJS nor present during the 
slayin~. 
"He made one rrustakc and now ic's c.osring him his 
I life," said Kcnnc:ch Smicb, 35, who visited wich h!S wife 
and cwo children. "A lot of people gcr a second chance. I 
chink he deserves a second chance. n 
Snutb's wife planned to wimcss che cxeauion, as did 
I two ocher family members of che vicrims whose rdarion-
ship W:J.S nor immediacdy clear. 
Park Place Open House trim,• 
tone n' 
STSTRAVEL.COM 
.. ...., ... , #1 SfllflMI ,_ ~ 
Friday Dec.~ l-6PM and Saturday Dec. 3nl 10-lPM 
Will be showing l, 2, and 3 bedroom units! 
Lus~ .. 
1 0 0 Signing Bonus if you sign ON THE SPOT! 
715 Grant St.Apartme.nt 101 
For more information callAutum @348-1479 
open Friday & saturday at 9pm 
MOTHER'S 
$2 BOnLES & DRINKS 
$_2.50 CHERRY BOMBS & BLUE BALLS 
$3. 50 JAEGER BOMBS 
IC1.fSJtilc!if '*'' 
advertising fact #18: 
dinosaurs went 
extinct becuase 
the.y did not have 
advertising. 
CMll !00<1V 581·:?R1 f_i 
•tan 
904 lincoln ave. 
(across from fmnlly video) 
r--------------.. : $5 off any : 
I I 
: purchase o1: I I 
'$30 I • or more• I I .. ______________ .. 
348-5206 
buy gift 
cet tificates for 
friends & recieve 
a FREE TANDI 
stand up 
booths 
CANCUN 
ACAPULCO 
JAMAICA 
BAHAMAS 
R.OllDA 
I ·800-648-4849 wvrw.ststravc-1.com 
PAGES 
SUBLESSORS 
F-emale roommate needed. Close 
to Campus Own spacious room. 
$275/ mo. Beginning 
january.Call Tammy 309-472· 
1773. 
~~~~~~~~1215 
Sublessor needed for Spring 
semester. 1 bdrm nice llpt. 
$380/month. Pets welcome. Call 
Jennifer 259· 1742. 
_ _ ______ 1216 
Sublessor needed ASAP One 
large bedroom apartmenl. $290 
a month. Furni~hed, utilities 
paid. Call 21 7-260-1375 
ROOMMATES 
For Spring 2006: January to lune. 
Cl~ to Campus One femille 
Roommate n<'<'dcd for 3 
Bedroom, 2 Bath, W/D, off-~reel 
parking. trash lncludt>cl low Util· 
rues. $250 il month. Call 
3483394 
_ ___ 1219 
Roomate needed for Spring '06. 
Nice Apt. on Charleston Square. 
furnished, $300/month. Water 
and trash included Low utilities 
call William al (309) 259-0238. 
__ 12112 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION All GRADUAT· 
ING SENIORS! If you are inter-
ested ma )'f'arbook of your wn-
ior year, and are not sure how to 
pick 11 up, come to the Student 
Publications oitke, room 1802 
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6 
we will mail you a copy in rhe 
Fall when they are publi~hed. 
Call 581 -2812 for more informa-
lion. 
-~~~~~~~~00· 
HELP WANTED 
16ARTENDING1 $250/ day 
potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided t 
800-965-6520 ext. 239 
-~~~~~~~1Ul 2 
LOST I FOUND 
Found ladiei.: 11ng-pos.-.ible 
antique. Found by lex-al land· 
lord! manager. C.111 to describe 
549-0212. 
-~~~~~~~1212 
FOR RENT 
Available for Fall of 2006- 3 
bedroom, 2 bath duplex,. east of 
campu~. 345-5821 m www.rcr-
rentals.com for more lntorma-
tlon. 
~~~~~~~-1212 
Now renting Fall, Sprmg 2006-
07. Good locallon, DSL. lur· 
nished plenty storage. No pets. 
235-0405 or 317-3085. 
-~~~~~~~-T2/2 
House W of square. 2 indlVldual 
bedrooms, ~hared kitchen, WID, 
air, $200/month. 345·9665. 
~~~~~~~-1212 
Hou~e for Rent Roommate 
needed for Spring Semester. 
$350 a month J.18-5284 
~~~~~~~~12/2 
FOR RENT 
For Rent for 06-07 School Year. 
4 Berlroom for 4 Students. 1022 
4th St. $300/mo. for 10 month~ 
plus deposiL Call after 6pm 
345-2017 
~~~~~~~~1212 
The Best Fall 06-07 Brittany 
Ridge Town House, 4-5 person, 
2.5 bath, washer, dryer, 10-12 
mo., wired DSL, $225 per per-
son 345-9355. 
~~~~~~~~1212 
"06-07# Four Bedroom House. 2 
Blocks from campus. 10 month 
lf'ase 348-0394 
~~~~~~~~1212 
Available January One 
Bedroom apartment. Water and 
trash included 714 9th Street 
t1partmen1 2. Call (84n 456-
7536 
-~~~~~~~'212 
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath, House to 
rent for Fall Sem~. Central 
Air, Wa'hl Dry. Dishwasher. :? 
Blocks from Campl.l5. Call 345-
5682 
~~~~~~~~1216 
Looking for luxury? New 3 bed-
(oom apts., 1/2 block from cam-
pus. In-unit W/D, stainless steel 
appliances, off-street parking. 
$400/each includes water and 
trash Call Brian O 778-3321 . 
-~~~~~~~1219 
Nice one bedroom apartment 
available Spring 06'. NC, good 
parking PETS ALLOWED. 1006 
DAVIS CALL 217-840-6427 
~~~~~~~~1219 
Available fall 06. 7 Be<lroom, 2 
b;ith house. 9th and Cleveland. 
WID. No pets. 345-5037 
-~~~~~~-1219 
Available Fall 06. 2 & 3 
Bedroom homes. W/D. NC. 
No pets. 345-5037. 
_ _______ 12/9 
Nice one bedroom apartment in 
quiet neighborhood. Available 
June 06. Good parking. NC, pets 
allowed. $350/month w/o utih-
til!l. garbage included.217-840-
6427 
________ l V.l 
Efl1c1ency, close to campu\ 
$325 month include« utilities. 
Available December 15, 2005. 
Male only, no smoking, no pets. 
145~3232 
~~~~~~~~1219 
Studio apartment available Fall 
06' S35olmonth utihlles mdud-
ed, close to campus. C.111 Amy 
345-9422 
________ 12112 
Available Spring 06' 1 bedroom 
apartment. $250/month tJtililles 
included, close to campus. Call 
Amy 345-9422 
________ 12/12 
tJOUSE FOR 6, 7, 8: 8 bed-
rooms, 3 baths, NC, 1 block 
from Lantz. 345-3148. 
~~~~~~~~12112 
EASTERN JLLINOIS PROPERTIES 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 
2006. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7 BED-
ROOM HOUSES, APTS., AND 
DUPLEXES. VIE'W AT 
WWW EIPROPS.COM OR 
CONTACT MELISSA 0 345-
6210 OR 549-0212. 
-~~~~~~~12112 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE for girls. 
great loc., Avail Aug 2006. WID, 
no pets. 34S-7286. 
_________ oo 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
3 BDRM NEWO REMODELED 
APTS fl 2403 8TH STREET ruR-
NISHED, WATER, TRASH & 
INTERNET INCL 145·62 I 0 OR 
549-0212. EIPROPS COM 
_ _ 12112 
l, 3 SR Apts Spring.I F.lll 1006. 1 
Block from Slix Jack Cohan 
(2171 620-6989 I 12171 728· 
4926 
________ 12112 
Apts. 3 BR and I BR. 10 month 
lea~. No flE'L~ W/02( 3·1395. 
_ _______ 12112 
Clean 2 and 3 BR .1pts. anti 
hou% st<1rtmg M.1y and August 
2006 WID inc ludro No f\>l5. 
L11teke11 Rentals J.15-9267 
_1 2112 
HOUSE FOR REl"T '3 bedroom 
house with AiC av;illablc Fall 
2006. 3 block~ Imm rampu< 
Call <847) 195·7640 
________ 12112 
Starting 8/15/06 1 Bt!<lroom apt 
available. On Campu~ cluse lo 
EIU polire, locally •lwnNI and 
opt•rated, clean .md nicf' apart-
mem. Furnished with centr;il air, 
security lighting. laundry on 
preml5e~, gur,1nleerl p.irking, 
trash paid. This I~ whefo you 
want to live. Ple.i~·· r .ill J..18· 
067 3 and l~ave .1 ml'5sage.. 
----~~12112 
>.va1fable for 2006-2007 one, 
FOR RENT 
FALL 2006. nvo BEDROOM, 
TWO BATH APTS. W/D 
$295/person 1026 EDGAR DR. 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 348· 
5032. 
________ 1111 
9TH ST APTS. NOW LEASING 
FALL-SPRING '06·07 3 &4 
BEDROOM APTS. OFF STREET 
PARKING, TRASH PAID, 11 MO. 
LEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-
8305 OR 549-9092 
~~~~~~~-1127 
DARIGAN APTS, 751 6TH ST 
NOW tEASING FALL-SPRING 
' 06-07. I & 2 BIDROOMAPTS. 
OFF STREET PARKING, WATER 
&l RASH PAID 11 MO LEASE. 
S(CURITY DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-
8305 OR 549-9092. 
--~~~~--1n1 
1 bedroom apt. ior rent for 
8 115!06 lo 7131 f07 . PETS OK, 
ju51 S of campus. Parking, 
g.irbilge heat allowance, par1 
ium1shed or unfurnished. Last 
mo & S 110.00 security lo move 
m. $385/mo for 1, $435/mo for 
2. LNve message 348-884a. 
-~~~~~~~1/28 
J bdrm house Close 10 Campus, 
1526 Jrd St. 3-4 students, Trash 
paid Washer & Dryer. Heat 
pump Nice House. 348-0614 
two ;ind three bedroom apart- leav~ m~sage. 
ments and four bedroom hou~ _________ 00 
Ninth sm>et ncaf the buzzard 
bu1lrling and Lincoln Strt"Ct loca-
tions. D~I cap.1blc, iully fur-
m,hecl "'~'' www.lanmanproper· 
lies.com, or call 341\-01 57 for 
additional Information ;inrl tour 
_ ______ --:1111 
BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS: 
1,2,&3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL 
06-07. Pl.ENn' OF OFF STREET 
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH 
INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266 
_ ________ 00 
FOR RENT 
All near campus include 
garbage and yard mowing. 
Houses- WID, Dishwasher, air. 
7,5,4,J bedrooms Apartments-
'tudio 1,3,4 he<lrooms 34'i-
6967. 
-~~~~~~~~00· 
Fall 2006- Luxury 3 and 4 bed-
room, 2 biJth apartments. free 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET, Free 
CABLE TV, Free PHONE! New, 
safe, $Kure .ind close to cam-
pus. Lob of amenille;. www.jba-
partmenL~.com 345-6100 
~--~-~~~-()(). 
FALL 2006-Apt~. 1, 2, & 3 bed-
room. Creal loc, gri:al c.ond11ion, 
some with lilundry, Some with 
wireless internet, 011 street park· 
mg. No fX'IS J.15·728& 
_________ ()() 
wwv..charlestonilapts.t:orn 
LOOK FOR US FOR 06-07 
RENTALS. From $230 to $475 
mo per person. Ph. 348.7746. 
_oo 
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3 
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close to 
campus. 4 locations to choose 
from. Call 345·6533 
- -,---00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts available for '-econd 
semester. Call 345·6000 
FRIDAY, D.ECEMBl!R 2, 2005 
FOR RENT 
200&-2007 Very Nice Houses, 
Town Houses, and Apartments 
for 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 people All 1 
to 3 blocks from campus. For 
more information call us at 217-
493-7559 or go to 
www.myeiuhome.com 
-~~~~~~~~00. 
One bedroom apartments for 
August '06-'07. PP&W PROP-
ERTIES, 2 EXCELLENT LOCA-
TIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1 112 
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2-per-
~n leases. Central heat & NC, 
laundry facilities. Water, trash 
service. and ofi-street parking 
mdurled. Periect for St:>rious stu-
den15 or couples. 348-8249 
www.ppwrentals.co~. 
~~~~~~~~-·()() 
Three bedroom apartment 2 
block~ from campus. 10 or 11 
112 month lease. Phone 345-
3554 or 345-n66 
~~~~~~~~-'00 
House near Lantz. Totally 
remodeled. 7 bedroom, 2 bath, 
w/d, dishwasher, central air. 
Call 345-6967. 
-~~~~~~~-00 
House near Buzzard. 5 bed-
rooms, wld, dishwasher, central 
air. Very nice. Call 345-6967. 
~~~~-~~~-00 
Nonna! rate: 50 cents/word for the first day the ad runs. 
20 centsf word for each consecuti\'e day 
thereafter. 15 word minimum. 
Student rate: Student" must pre-pay. 30 cents/word for 
the first day. I 0 cents1 word each day after. 
Edited by Will Shortz No. 1021 
ACROSS 
1 Lummox 
8 He prophesied 
the d"''llruclion 
of Jerusalem 
• 
25 Cone head? 
26 Opening words 
of the Beatles' 
·we Can Work 
It Out" 
43 You can bet on 
it 
44 Sphere, say 
45 Cry of aocom-
plishment 
13 Draw 'rT Patfssene output 46 Divider of 
15 Its chief town 1s 28 "Ditto• 
Scarborough 
16 Come before 
17 El Alamem bat· 
tie commander 
18 Cuts off the 
back 
29 Unlikely loser 
30 Rellexologist's 
target 
33 Ramshackle 
residence 
19 Ireland's _ De 34 Bombs 
Valera 
21 Seat of White 
Pine County, 
Nev 
22 One beginning? 
23 Illegal firing 
24 Free of excess 
matter 
35 Stowe slave 
36 Checked out 
37 Run smoothly 
40 •_slgnr 
41 Quinces, e_g, 
42 fl has 720 hrs. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
Nebraska 
48 Eh 
so Western nng 
51 Pole. for one 
52 Pa Clampett 
player on TV 
53 Tiie piece 
DOWN 
1 Book with 150 
chapters 
2When two 
hands meet 
3 Peruvian, e.g. 
4 Bnef bid 
s They're some-
times stacked 
6 Org that pro-
vides R.V. 
hookups 
7 .. 1'11 wair 
8 It has a bright 
side 
9Tech stock 
option 
Puzzi. by I.old• HlldtMnd 
12 Lama, e.g. 29 Uses a tap, per- 39 Workshop of 
haps Hephaestus 
14 Fluctuating for-
tunes 
1s Suffix associat-
30 Development 
area 
ed with acceler· 31 50 Cent and 
at ors others 
20 Stampede 
sound 
23 Dilettantish 
24 A fifth of quinze 
28 Table in old 
Rome 
32 Politely got rid 
of 
33 Apply by 
repeated small 
touches 
36 Newspaper div. 
37 Impish expres· 
sion of delight 
38 Flap 
41 One who han-
dles stress 
effectively? 
42 Galleria array 
44 Novelist Barstow 
45 General 
chicken 
47 Bond 
49 24-0own, 
across the Alps 
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"Parking for underclassmen 
is so far away for srudents thac 
have to go to cbe Physical 
Sciences Building or Old 
Main," Enloe said. "It's nice to 
have for the ladies, 'cause you 
can just pick chem up, take 
them here and take them there. 
It helps out io that way." 
Although Enloe spends $15 ro 
$2.0 a week on gas, be thinks ir is 
worth it to have the extra perks of 
having bis own car here. 
Although srudents such as 
Jacobs and Enloe would rather 
have their own caIS, ir is more 
feasible fur some ro go withour 
one. Marrin Shaughnessy, a 
senior biological sciences 
major, has gone without a car 
for 14 semesters and has had no 
problems getting around. 
"It's easy to gee around; 
everything is pretty much with-
in walking distance. If you need 
ro go to Wal-Marr or some-
thing, you can find a ride with 
someone," Shaughnessy said. 
"Even if I had a car I'd still walk 
to class anyway." 
Other car-less srudenrs are 
not as concenc. Kyle Basnett, a 
sophomore undeclared major, 
thinks it would be nice ro have 
a car at school, especially now 
thar cold weather is setting in. 
"Its pretty easy to get around 
on campus, bur if you wane to 
go anywhere off-campus, then 
ir's nor good because I have to 
walk a long way," Basnett said. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
Available January 2006~ Two BR 
furnished apt. Stove,refrigera-
tor,NC, $445 single/$250 each 
roommate. Trash pd. 2003 South 
12th Street. Call 348-7746 
~~~~~~~~00 
NEW 6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR FALL 2006!1f you are a 
group of 6 girls looking for the 
newest, nicest~ and largest 6 
bedroom, 3 bath house two 
blocks from campus CALL 345-
6100. Everything included 
except electric and water. 
375.00 ea. 
wv,.rw.jensenrentals.com 
---~---~00 
FALL 2006- 3 BEDROOM 
DUPLEX 2009 11th St. 325.00 
ea.345-6100 
rentals.com 
www.jensen-
~------~00 
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMI-
CAL! HALF OF DUPLEX APT. 
WITH 1 BEDROOM LOFT. 
FURNISHED FOR A SINGLE OR 
COUPLE. $385/MO FOR 1 OR 
$43S/MO FOR 2. l BLOCK 
NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD 
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2006/07. 
CALL JAN AT 345-8;350. 
---~-~--00 
4 B.R. Close to Campus. W/O, 
trash, furnished. Phone 345-
7244 
~~~~~~~-00 
6 Bedroom, 3 Bath, Brand New 
for 2006. Just a Block and a Half 
from Campus. 1618 11th Street. 
WID, Cable, Dsl, and Phone 
included. 345-9595 gbadger-
FOR RENT 
Avail. for Spring Semester. One 
bedroom spacious apartment. 
Furnished, ideal for couple. Cats 
OK. $350/month. 743 6th St. 
Call 581-7729(w) or 345-
6127(h). 
~~~--~~-_.00 
VILLAGE RENTALS. Renting for 
2006-2007. 1 BR & 2BR 
Apartments. Also 1 BR Apt. 
w/room for studying or 2nd BR. 
Laundry Facilities, Furnished & 
Near Campus. Call for an 
Appointment C217)345-2516. 
Equal Housing Opportunity. 
~--------00 
Apartment for rent. 2 bedroom. 
Trash and water included. All for 
$260 each per month. Next to 
city park. 1111 2nd St. Call 345· 
5427. 
~--------00 
House for rent. 4 bedroom. Big 
yard. Next to city park at 218 
Division St. $225 each. Call 348-
5427. 
~~~~~~~~00 
Park Place Apartments: Now 
showing 1,2,3, Bedroom Units 
for fall 2006. Newly Remodeled 
units available! Trash paid, fylly 
furnished, free parking. Call 
Autumn @348-1479. 
~~~~~~~~~oo 
4 bedroom house for Girls. Great 
location. Available August 2006. 
washer/dryer. No pets 345-
7286. 
~~~~~~~~-00 
Fall 2006 Apartments 1,2,3 bed-
room. Great location. Great 
rentals.com condition. Some with laundry, 
________ 00 some with wireless internet. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES Off-street parking No pets. 345-
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006. 7286 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, APTS., AND DUPLEX-
ES. VIEW · AT 
WWW. El PROPS.COM OR 
CONTACT MELISSA @ 345-
6210 OR 549-0212. 
~~---~~-00 
Avail. in January: 1 BR apt., 
water and trash inc., off-street 
parking. Buchanan St. Apts. Call 
345-1266. 
________ o.o 
Be the firsl to live in this newly 
remodeled house. One block 
from Old Main, off street park-
mg, W/D, 10 month leas4. 345-
5048 
~~~~~~~~-00 
Royal Heights Apts. 3 BR, 1 1/2 
bath, furnished. 1509 2nd 
(behind Subway) Spring, Fall 
2006. Call Becky @ 345-0936. 
~--------00 
Beautiful 6 bedroom house 112 
block from Lantz gym. Off street 
parking, 10 month lease, fur-
nished. One of the most unique 
houses you will ever look at. 
345-5048 
~---.,.-.--~-00 
Private room sharing with 3 guys 
available in "Janual) 06." 1/2 
block from Campus 
$235/month. 345-6967 
'. 
" 
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EDUCATION 
Cities show gains in math, not reading 
THE AsSOCIATEO PRESS 
WASHINGTON - Just like srudenrs 
nationwide, children in major U.S. cities 
are getting better in math but struggling 
to improve in reading, a new federal 
snapshot shows. 
On the test considered oo be the stan-
dard of academic progress, cicy srudencs 
also often did as well or better in 2005 
than kids of the same race or ethnicicy 
aero~ the country. 
Urban educators said the new scores, 
released Thursday, show that urban 
fourth-graders and eighth-graders are 
moving ahead despire facing grcacer 
poverty and academic challenges. 
In perspective, however, the new scores 
emphasize how much room fur improve-
STATE BRIEFS 
ment remains across a range of urban dis-
tricts. just as is the case for most of the 
nation's schools. 
In both grades, for example, only one-
chird or less of city studenrs were compe-
tent ro handle challenging reading mare-
rial - a skill level called proficient, the 
goal of the resr. 
Overall, 11 districts volunceered this 
year for the Nacional Assessment of 
Educational Progress, giving them daca ro 
compare themselves to peers and chart 
progress over rime. 
The districts enroll more rhan one in 
10 of the nation's public school srudents, 
plus a disproportionarely large share of 
minorities and kids with limfred English 
ability. 
The 11 arc Arlanta; Austin, Texas; 
Boston; Charlotte, N.C.; Chicago; 
Cleveland; Houston; Los Angeles; New 
York City; San Diego; and Washington. 
The DiStria of Columbias scores were 
released in Ocrober with scate and 
national results but were included again 
for comparison. 
In Chicago, reading and math scores 
for fourth-graders and eighth-graders did 
not significantly d.ilfer from the average 
scores in 2003. 
Bur the district is pleased with some 
gains made in reading scores between 
fourth- and eight-grade among children 
who are eligible for free or reduced-price 
school lunches, said Dan Bugler, chief 
officer of research, evaluation and 
accountability for Chicago Public 
Schools. 
Authorities charge man in ISU student's death 
THE AsSOCIAYEO PRESS 
BLOOMINGTON - A 27-year-old 
man was charged with murder Thursday 
Court has said char "evil" is acceptable as 
well. 
The court ruled Thursday that prose-
cutors can use the word to describe a 
in the slaying of an Illinois Stace defendant's actions - but not to describe 
Universicy student whose badly burned the defendant. 
body was found in the charred rubble of The court's ruling involves Marcel 
a Mississippi chicken house. Nicholas, a Chicago resident who con-
Maurice Wallace also was charged with fessed to shooting his mocher four rimes 
concealing a homicide and chefr of a and leaving her co die in the street. 
motor vehicle in the death of 21-year-old ln his closing staremem, rbe prosecutor 
Olarnide Adeyooye, a senior from subur- said Nicholas took a nap alter the shoot-
ban Chicago who was last seen Ocr. 13 ac ing. ".All that shooting and killing will tire 
a video store near her 'off-campus apart- a guy our. Pure evil," the prosecutor said. 
ment in Normal. 
Already in custody, Wallace is due in 
court Friday and prosecutors said they 
will seek to have him beld in lieu of $2 
Accused man wants new trial 
moved out of St. Clair County 
million bond. BELLEVIU..E - A judge has indefi-
The McLean Councy public defeuder's nicely postponed the new trial for 
office, which is representing Wallace, did Gregory Bowman after the man ac.cused 
noc immediatdy comment on the case. in the 1978 killings of a nurse's aide and 
Adeyooye's father, Abiodun Adeyooye, teenage girl asked that the proceedings be 
welcomed the charges. moved out of St. Clair County. 
"He should pay for it," Adeyooye said • Associate Judge Richard ~'s ru1-
in a telephone interview from his home ing Wednesday to defer the trial, which 
in Maryland. was to have begun Dec. 12, came just 
Cour1 gives prosecutors 
room to call actions 'evil' 
SPRINGFIELD- Prosecutors can call 
a defendant's actions "cold-blooded" or 
"heanless," and now the Illinois Supreme 
1(11.,\~ ... 
W..~t;;T ~ 
~~\­
~t>-'\-
"~~o­
uNCuo:, 
R£61NA.W 
two days after he declared that prosecu-
tors would be able to use Bowman's 1979 
jailhouse confession against him at trial. 
An attorney for Bowman, Stephen 
Evans, said he will ask to have the trial 
moved elsewhere in Illinois, saying char 
"over the last five years there's been con-
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
srant coverage" about che case by St. 
Louis-area media outlets, compromising 
che abilicy co sear an unrainred jury. 
Bowman is accused of killing Ruth 
Ann Jany, 21, and Elizabeth West, 14, 
both of Belleville. 
He confessed ro the killings bur lacer 
denied it, saying his statements were 
coerced. 
Blagojevich pushes for $118 
million natural gas refund 
SPRINGFIELD Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich is urging stare regulators to 
refund $118 million to Chicago natural 
gas customers an administrative law 
judge determined were overcharged by 
Peoples Gas. 
'This refund could be very helpful for 
fumilies srruggling ro pay this winter's ris-
ing home hearing bills," the governor said 
in a Wednesday letter to the Illinois 
Commerce Commission. 
le comes a licde more than two months 
aft5r the judge ruled Peoples Gas over-
charged customers in che winter of 2000-
2001 when bills spiked along with naru-
ral gas prices 
The judge recommended the refund. 
The ICC may decide to acc.epr, rejecr 
or modify the judge's ruling. The case 
could be considered at the commission's 
Dec. 13 meeting. 
CONFERENCE: 
added bcndir to joining the MCC 
is char Easrern swimmers and divers 
will now be able co receive weekly 
and seasonal honors from rhe con-
ference. 
"Now that Eascern is in our con-
ference, our rivalry will be much 
more incense because we will see 
chem an extra rime ar the confer-
ence mcec," said Western Illinois 
head coach Nathan Mundt. 
Eastern head coach Ray Padovan 
likes che change to rhe MCC. 
OPPOSITE: 
Sophomore cen~r George Tandy 
had his first double-double of chc 
season with 16 poinrs and 11 
rebounds againsr che Lcachernecks. 
Miller said Tandy had shown 
signs of breaking out leading imo 
che game at Wesrern, and he 
expects Tandys 1mprovcmenr ro 
continue. 
"He's got ro keep going," Miller 
said. "He's nor where he needs ro be 
- he's goc more." 
Tandy said his mc:nralicy has 
changed since the Pamhers began 
chcir season. 
"The first couple gam~, I played 
lacksadaisical," he said. ul need co 
keep playing more offensive-mind-
ed and more assenive." 
As a team, the Panthers are hop-
ing m rum chin~ around on their 
home floor. 
"(e's nice co finally gee off the 
road and get a home game," Tandy 
said. "You get your fans chcrc, and 
Lhey get loud for you. The inrcnsiry 
WOIKE: 
Early wins don't necessarily ind.i-
carc who che conference's best 
reams arc. They indicate which 
teams are mosc rcidy co win now. 
The Panthers will do more dam-
age in February than they will in 
December. This is what young 
teams do. 
However, for Eastern ro be more 
than a spoiler, they need a scrong 
start. And even chough l ndia.na 
advertising fact #345: 
"Stairway to Heaven" 
was really about the 
actual staircase leading 
up to Jimmy Page's 
local adve~ing office. 
call today 581 ·2816 
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"le was really a good fit for us 
because four of the seven teams 
were alreadv our natural rivals. 
They have a good, solid (confc:r-
cncc) meet chat's hdd in our 
(ar<."3)." 
lt should be interesting to see 
how chc: Panthers fu.re when partici-
paring in rhcu first true conference 
tournamenr. Eastern in the pasr 
had organized its own end-of-year 
meet wilh ocher independent 
reams. 
11ii's nice to finallY get 
off the road and get a 
home game." 
level is htghcr." 
And Duany said playing on 
familiar curf may not help the 
Panthers right all their wrong.~ . bur 
playing at Lancz will hc:lp the 
Panthers be more comfonablc. 
"You hope ir will. Bui a lot of 
thar, ic's in your head," he said. "Ir's 
all che same game; ic's all abour 
being confidant and knowing whar 
you're doing," 
And Tandy said rime: is running 
out for rhc Panthers, wi1h Ohio 
Valley Conference play beginning 
Thursday against Tennessee Tech. 
"l chink we're slowly progrcs.~­
ing," Tandy said. "I think we need 
to pick ir up a lime facer. 
•aut we·~ gcaing beucr." 
State is a non-conference foe. ir's 
imperative Eastern doesn't wait 100 
long to get going. 
If the ream is serious abour con-
tending, it first has to start win-
ning. 
Dan WOike is a mziqr journalism 
ma1or. Email him a 
woJte"'1@gmaiLrlJ1TI if you 1/Jink 
there should bt m1Jrt of a buffer 
berwm1 his opinions. 
advertising fact #534 : 
advertising influenced 
Shakespeare to 
write some of his 
most famous sonnets. 
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MEN'S SOCCER 
Klatter invited to MLS Draft combine 
BY PATRIC't; VITI 
5TAll RI l'l)RHR 
F.astcm men's soccer senior Jimmy 
Klatccr has bc:cn sel..-cred ro partici-
pate in rhe 2006 Major League 
Soccer combine Jan. t 2-15 in 
Carson.Cali£ 
Klauer is one of 54 seniors in vi red 
ro the: combine, which will be am:nd-
ed by coaches and general managers 
from all 12 MLS reams and is hdd 
five days before the MLS SupcrDrafi. 
Klauer i~ one of four Missouri Valley 
Conference players ro be invircd to 
the January draft rombine. 
Last month Klacrcr was named ro 
the all-MVC team. It was his second 
scraighr sclecoon to che ccam. Siner 
Eastern has joined the MVC in 
1996, Klarrcr i~ the only Panther co 
earn char distinacion. 
Eascern head coach Adam 
Howarth has coached Klancr his 
enrire collegiate career and knows 
Klancr has worked for what he has 
earned. 
"This is a great honor for Jimmy to 
be included as one of the besc seni0t~ 
in the counuy," Howarth said. "He is 
going to ~c a dunce co test his skills 
at the next level and he is very ckserv-
ing of chis honor." 
The lase Panther sclecrcd in the 
MLS draft was Jason Thompson in 
2003. 
Bears' Brown makes his mark 
LAKE FOR.E..C\T - He ~tands 6-
foot-3, weighs about 255 po~ds 
and when he's nor terrorizing oppm-
ing offenses, Chicago Bears righr 
defensive end Alex Brown likes to 
wacch c.1rtoons. 
Yes, cartoons. 
$pecilicill.)~ "Dragon Ba.II Z. .. 
"Mr lmle brorherwacd1cd it a 101 
groy.~ng up.." Bro\\1l said. "1 chink ir's 
an amazing cartoon. The ability rha1 
~omc.- of the d1araccelli have is w1bc-
1icv;lhlc. ., 
Which is what rcammatcs say 
about Brown. 
flrown claims he's nor doing any-
thing different latcly. C'\en though 
the numbers indicare otherwise. He 
has four sacks and three fun:td fum-
bles in the past rwo games. He 
sacked Carolina's Jake Delhomme 
twic.c rwo wt-cks ago in a 13-3 vicro-
ry. Tun he gor to Tampa Bay's Chris 
Sunms two rimes. broke up four 
passes in a 13-10 win and was select-
ed the NFC's defensive pla~ of the 
week. 
The Bears (8-3) have won seven 
suaigbt heading inco Sunday's game 
;igainst Getto Bay, lead the NFC 
Nordi and crail Seanle by a g;ime for 
the best record in the confcmitt. 
Ther have the NFCs No. 1 defense; 
and arc allowing 10.9 poincs per 
game, 161.5 yards passing, 4.J yards 
per play and 14 .1 fuse downs - all 
league lows. 
And Brown is making his presence 
felt. 
"AJex docs above and beyond 
things that you ask a defensive end to 
do," comcrback Nathan Vasher said. 
"He plays great run defense, goes out 
on the edge, deft.~Js passes. He docs 
~me superhuman scuff out rherc. 
He makes everybody$ job a whole lot 
easier. .. 
He jarred the ball loose from 
Simms on an 8-yard sack, and 
Tommie Harris recovered ar the 
Tampa Bay I to set up Chicago's lone 
ID. Brown also b.mcd ~passes 
in the backfield and broke up one 
downfield intended fur eight end 
Anthony Becht. 
"The plays are coming," left 
defensive end Adewale Ogunlcyc 
said. "He's finally gemng his hands 
on the quanerback and he's finishing 
che plays. and that's one thing we've 
talked ahou1 since thc: beginning of 
camp. He's got to find ways ro finish 
and his last two weeks he's been fin-
hlllng." 
Furcal's options still open 
THt A~SOCIATED PRES~ 
ATLANTA - Ra&.cl Fwcal's 
agc:n1 said Thursday chat the 
~llanra Braves remain in con-
tention to keep the shortb1op, who 
also is being courtc:d by rhe 
Chicngo Cubs and Los Angeles 
Dodge~ 
Paul Kinzer, who reprl.'SCntS the 
free agent, said negotiations arc 
ongoing with all three teams. Cubs 
general manager Jim Hendry mer 
advertising fact #684: 
advertising was the 
reason 
music was invented. 
call today 581-2816 
' 
with Kimcr and Furcal in Atlanta 
on Sunday. and Kiottr met again 
with Braves officials Wednesday. 
"'We're going co talk more," 
lG.nur said of the negotiations with 
the Brav~ ' 
'Tm based our of Atlanta. I'd love 
to keep him here, n Kinzer S3id. 
"Ulcimatdy it's going to be his deci-
sion. There has not been a decision 
made." 
Furcal, Atlanta's leadoff hircer, 
bacrcd .284 with 12 homers, 58 
advertising fact #261 : 
in a 1994 poll, 97% of 
americans chose 
advertising over a 
lifet ime of difficult 
prison labor. 
call today 581 -2816 
RBis and a career-best 46 steals lase 
season. He also ranked among the 
NL leaders with 11 mplc::s. 
'"There were more years and 
more money on the table from a 
few other teams," Kinzer said. 
"All along he's w-.mced co go co a 
cicy he's comfortable in, a cicy and 
ream that he has a good comfort 
level with. Obviously. he's interest-
ed in his security for the future. So 
we're going co sit down and look ac 
ill this." 
Happy Holideys 
from 
EIU Pharmacy! 
Rememlter to RH all 
prescn~•ns and 
orders <••cludin1 
cu•nceptiYeS) 
ltefore leaYiq for 
ltreald~ 
EIU Pharmacy will be closed 
fi"om DECEMBER 17th 
through JANUARY 2nd. 
ore. ln(ormationl. Coll 58 I -7779 
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Bearcats on deck for 
youthful Panther squad 
Team 'hungry for 
a win' after 
overtime, two 
point loss 
BY MARCO SAttTANA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The winless Panthers are coming off 
a cough loss co Buder in overtime at 
Lantz Arena. And it is not going ro get 
easier as they travel to Cincinnati and 
play the Bearcats ac Fifth Third Arena. 
"They're talented and very achlecic," 
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee said. 
The Bearcacs are 3-1 after losing 
their fuse game of the season on 
Wednesday night against Xavier. 
Sallee said. 
Sparks was 1 O-for-17 from the field 
as she drove to the basket throughout 
the game. 
"She's playing the way you'd hope 
your senior guard would play," Sallee 
said. "What she is starting to figure out 
is when she is settling for jump shoes, 
that's not her game." 
Despite the loss, the Panthers know 
the experience was a good one for a 
team with eight newcomers, including 
six freshmen. 
"(It was) a good game for the fresh-
men co be in," Sparks said. "They got 
some experience in a close game." 
Three freshmen logged more than 
30 minuces of play with guard Megan 
Edwards playing 41 minutes. 
Edwards made just four out of 13 
shoes and scored 12 points, bur she 
wanted the ball in the final seconds of 
overrime crymg to tie the game. 
"I like thac Edwards had the guts to 
take char last shot," Sallee said. 
SATURDAY'S GAME 
Eatfem 
llhoia 
(()..4, 0-0) 
Lut pme<match) 
80-78 t (On @ 
vs. Butler 
leading Scorer 
Megan Sparks 
19 ppg. 
CinoiHafi 
Bearoats 
13·1. ().-0) 
Last pme(Jnatch) 
87·60 l 
at Xavier 
Standing 
Treasure Humphries 
13.8 ppg. 
Only Xavier has shoe more cban 37 
percent against Cincinnari's defense. 
The energy the freshmen bring will 
be a key to staying in the game for the 
Panthers. 
"We're hungry for a win," Sparks 
said. "Everybody's ready for a win." 
As for the Buder game, Sallee hopes 
rhe team takes a lesson that can be 
reused later in the season. 
"We gotta leam from chis," Sallee 
said. "We'll be in the same siruarion in 
conference games." 
JAY GRABIEC/11-lE l:WtY EASTERN Ne.NS 
Freshman forward Rachel Galligan shoots over Butler freshmen 
center Lade Akande during Wednesday night's game in Lantz 
Arena. Galligan finished her first career start with 10 points and 
11 rebounds. 
The Panthers' loss ro Buder was a 
game that at one cimc saw four fresh-
men on the court along wirh senior 
guard Megan Sparks, who had her best 
game of the season and scored a career-
high 26 points. 
"Based on the way people were play-
ing, (the freshmen) deserved to play," 
The Panthers wilJ need to shoot bet-
ter than the 37 percent they have· shot. 
"We're going to have to come our 
and be on our feet," freshman cencer 
Rachel Galligan said. 
This will be the final game before 
the Panthers Start their Ohio Valley 
Conference schedule against Tennessee 
Tech nexc Thursday at Lann Arena. 
WRESTLING 
Northern Iowa tourney features top notch teams 
Bv PATRICK Vin 
STAFF Rf PORTER 
Eastern wrestlers have a oombi.ned. rcconi of 47-
71 after cwo open toumaments but have finished 
a wrestler in che top three in each tournament. 
This Sunday's tournament at Northern Iowa 
might have the toughest competition Fasrem has 
faced this season. 
The meet will fCarure No. 6 Minnesora, No. 7 
Iowa and No. 8 W 1SC0nsin as well as four other 
ceams ranked in the cop 20. Coming away with a 
winning reconi will be a cough task for the 
Panthers. 
Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland realizes 
che most efficient way to improve is cbrough com-
petitive wrestling experience. 
"The open tournaments work." McCausland 
said. "This way it gives our guys another pool of 
different guys to get a look at. F.ach weekend is 
almost Like a di.fferenc toumamenc. The important 
thing is what correccions are made after the losses." 
Ar East:em's last toumamenr, Nov. 20 at the 
Missouri Open, only one Eastern wrestler finished 
with a winning record Junior Kenny Robertson, 
who wrestles in the 174-pound weigh class, placx:d 
third with a 4-1 rcconi. 
He finished second in the Cenual Missouri 
Open with his only loss roming against the high-
est nationally ranked wrestler in his weight class, 
.Missouri's Ben Askren. 
For Robertson to win his weight class in this 
weekend's open, he will have to go through two' 
wrestlers ranked in the top five in the nation. 
Mark Perry from Iowa is ranked No. 3 and 
Jacob Klein from Nebraska is ranked No. 4. 
Robertson is cuaendy ranked No. 12. 
The Panthers did well in che freshman-soph-
omore tournament of che Missouri Open. 
Freshman Terron Willia.ms placed first in the 
197-pound weight class sweeping through four 
matches. 
Freshman 149-pound wrestler Jeff Tharp 
finished wich a 3-2 record and Jake Jobst fin-
ished the 141-pound division with a 4-2 record 
in his collegiate debut. 
This Sunday's tournament in Cedar Falls, 
Iowa, will be the first time wrestling against 
other schools for the Panthers in the last rwo 
weeks. . 
McCausland knows that the time off from 
competition will not cause his team to rust 
over. 
"I do not think jt should have an effecc on 
them, these guys have been training hard," 
McCausland said. 
ookstore 
Monday 
$3.50 Long Islands 
Tuesday 
$2Jim Bean 
Wednesday 
$1.50 Coors Light 
$2 Absolur & Bacardi 
Thur sday 
$1.50 Rolling Rock 
$2 Southern Comfort 
Friday 
$2 Corona & Modelo 
$2 Jack Danids 
Saturday 
$1.50 PBR & Vodka Rail 
Fall Clearance 
Nov 30th-Dec 9th 
Phone ........ (217) 581-5821 
Fax .....•...... (217) 581.-6625 
" Y O U 'VE G O T A FEVER. 
THE O NLY PRESC RIPTION 
IS MORE ADVERTISING" 
C ALL T O DAY 581 -2 816 
ER SPORTS CALENDAR 
TODAY 
SAJ1JllDAY 
SUNDAY 
Swimming .it Jndianapoli~ lrwilat1onal 
Women's 8.ukedlall <It C11x1nnat1 
MEN'S llAJUTIIAl.l "'· IOUHAHA Snn 
Wrestling 11 Northern klln ()pe!! 
All Day 
6:30p.m 
7;3Sp.m 
All Day 
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Slow start 
needs to 
end soon 
The grace period is one of the 
best invcnrions of our rime. 
There's nothing like a little 
buffur zone to get things in order, 
andfur lace-starters, a grace peri-
od allows fur some rime to get 
dUngs moving a Jictle bit (like a 
car spinning irs wheels before it 
moves). 
Bur like most things, cvcnruaJ-
ly the comfon a grace period 
offers disappears. 
With the Ohio Valley 
Confercnc.e season beginning in 
six days, it's time fur the Panther 
men's baskerball team co get it. 
Three games into the $Ca.$0n 
and the Panthers have ycc co play 
very well, having lost ro Xavier, 
Sr. Louis and Western Illinois. 
The logical reasons fur r:bci.r 
losses arc easy enough ro come 
up with. The ream is adjusting to 
a new coaching sraff. Young 
reams often struggle early, espe-
cially on the: road. 
Sarurday. Eastern begins a 
three-game home.st.and againsr 
Indiana Stace before jumping 
righc inro OVC play. 
And while in past seasons the 
PanthC'l'S h.we been able to adjust 
all the way dirough Cbrisrma.s 
break, rhar luxury now has van-
ished. 
Last season. the PanchctS had 
11 games co get themselves ready 
fur cbe all-importllnr conference 
season. Howl:VCJ', because of a 
new, balanced schedule in the 
OVC. the srarc oflcague play has 
been moved up a month. 
This can mean different thin~ 
fur diffc:renr reams. 
For a ceam struggling, I.he early 
Sta.rt ro OVC play gives coaches a 
chance co know what kind of 
ccam they have sooner. 
Often prior to conference play, 
ceams in smaller conferences like 
die OVC hit che road co fu:e bet-
ter schools in better conferences. 
lc's hani to tdl how good your 
team is as it's being run off chc 
coun by a Big Ten opponent. 
However, if chac same team is 
being blirz.cd by, uy, Jacksonville 
State. a coach knows he's in for a 
rough year. 
Conversely (the uansirion, nm 
the shoe worn by Dwyane Wade 
or my dad), winning early OVC 
conteStS dOC$n't ncccssarily mean 
all chat much. 
m WOIKE P!.Gt 10 
EN'S BASIETB4LL 
Panthers host perfect ISU 
Winless Panthers 
host undefeated 
Sycamore squad 
in home opener 
8Y DAN Wont£ 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Two ~ off m opposite sta.nS col-
lide at 8:35 p.m. Sanuday when rbe 
Panther men's basketball team and 
Indiana Swc tip off ar Lana. Arena in 
Easrem's home opener. 
The Panthers (0-3) arc still searching 
fur the fim win under head coach Mike 
Miller, after losing 76-68 at Western 
lllino.is on Tuesday. 
While the Panthers arc searching for 
their Sm win, the Sycamores (2-0) arc 
hoping co avoid their fusr loss. 
Sophomore guard Bill Duany said it's 
important for the Panthers co keep 
improving on the way to their first win. 
"Some ceams Start slow, but you jusr 
keep grinding away at ir," he said. "'As a 
team, we're working dy bani, and we 
wanr co win. 
"Geeting a win under our belt will 
hdp confidcnet out a lot." 
Confidence is somctlllng th~ Panthers 
mighc be in need of. They have !>hot jus1 
32. 5 perccm from the fidd. Eastern will 
look .co improve on those numbers 
against a ream that bas been pla)ing solid 
baslretball. 
SATURDAY'S GAME 
...... 
Statt 
(l--0, ().()) 
bstert 
... 
(0-3, 0-0) 
l.att game bst ~ 
&5-7'1 w 1CJT) @ i(>.68 l 
'1- MidT-S1a11e .tlWes1emlll11ic"' 
ludlng Scoftr 
David~ 
2-4 ppg. 
led by senior guard David Moss, the 
ceam's lading scorer at 24 poincs per 
game. 
Ar 6 feet 5 inches, Moss c.ould give the 
Panthers crouble. 
"Sometimes, tbctc's a good player on 
the othc:r team, but you h.r.'C a good 
macchup," Miller said. "We don't really 
have a good matcbup fur him." 
Moss can find ways co score inside and 
our.side and is a chreac from mulciple 
places on cbe court, Miller said. 
"The way Indian.a Stace plays, they 
move him all over the floor," he said. 
"Sometimes they use him as a screener. 
Ir's lcind of a misdirccti~n dllng." 
Moss also averages 4.5 rebounds and 
fh.-e assists a game. 
The Panthers will cry and give Moss 
and che Sycamol't'S different look~ on 
defense in an effon ro disrupt lndiana 
State's offulsive flow. 
E11c tltLTNER 'fHE OU'ifASTCl!N M.\'I.:. Indiana Stare is coming off an 85-79 
ovcrcime win over Middle Tennessee 
Sure lase <iarurday. The Syamores are 
On offense. Eastern will look ro build 
off their best perfunnanc.e of the sea.son • 
at Wcsrcm Illinois. 
Freshmen pant Mike Robinson moves th9 ball down the court 
against Olivet Nazarene on Nov. 10 at Lann Arena. ~ OPPOSITE PilGE m 
Eastern joins a new pool of schools 
Panthers make 
move to the 
Mid-Continent 
Conference 
Eascem's Swimming and Diving 
will no longer be without a family. 
While the majority of Eastern's 
sports participate in rhe Ohio Valley 
Conference, swimming bas been 
independenc since 1997. 
They have finally found a home 
with the Mid-Continent 
Conf erencc. 
"We are delighred to add Eastern 
Illinois and South Dakota State as 
~ociace members in men's and 
women's swunming and diving." 
said conference co.n:mJssioncr Tom 
Doupfe. "These two new members 
will enhance the conference with 
additional parcicipancs, coaches and 
spectators." 
Ea.stem will be joining with South 
Dakota Stare to increase the MCCs 
swunmmg ccams co seven schools. 
According co MCC spok~woman 
Christine Peterson, Eastern submit-
Lcd ics offer ro the conference over 
the summer. 
Ir was then puc before a JOinc 
council of the conference's athletic 
directors and senior femaJc adminis-
trators. 
The MCCs coaches wctt consult-
ed, and East.em was approved for 
encry during the October council 
meeting. 
This will not be the ftrsc time th.at 
the Panthers compete in the MCC. 
Eastern was a founding member an 
1982, bur pulled ouc in 1996 co join 
the OVC. 
Bryan Morrison, head coach of 
Valpar.uso, is excited co sec IWO more 
schools added to the conference. 
"Eascem will be a great addition 
ro che conference along with South 
Dakota State," Morrison said. 
"Seven reams instead of five make 
for a much more competitive confa-
encc meet. • 
F.asrern has been scheduling ics 
own mccrs over the pasr eight years. 
Many of the reams Eastern chose 
to compete against were memben of 
cbeMCC. 
Schools such as Western illinois, 
Valparaiso and Indiana-Purdue at 
Indianapolis arc MCC members and 
' '· • t 1. ; •• . 
are recent opponents of cbe Panthers 
at dual-meers and coumaments. 
Other MCC members include 
Oakland University in Rochesccr, 
Mich., and Centenary College in 
Shrcveporr, La. 
The Panthers will now have the 
opportuniry co parcicipare at the 
cnd-of-thc--season confcren~ meet 
in Indianapolis from Feb. 16-18. An 
SEE CONFERENCE PAGl 10 
ONTll;[ 
Transferred: 
Were you aware that 
nearly 73 percent of 
Eastern students are 
transfer students? Well, 
neither are we 
because we made that 
up; but we do know 
there are a few out 
there. One has even 
managed to 
infiltrate the pages of 
this section. 
·Page 2 
Big Boy: 
Those little fellas in 
Fall Out Boy have 
grown up from th~ 
darlings of the 
Chicago pop-punk _ 
scene to a legitimately 
famous headlining 
band. As we speak 
they are Dance 
D~ncing past the likes 
of Alkaline Trio and 
The Academy is ... 
Page~ 
Listen to us: 
Why? Because we 
have exquisite ta~te in 
everything. We pay 
more attention to the 
details of every single 
aspect of 
entertainment. We 
take it to new levels of 
tedium so no 
bands/movies· can ever . 
satisfy our desire for 
perfection. That is until 
\ this week, when 
everything we 
reviewed is golden. 
Trust us, we are more 
critical than that guy 
from "Inside the 
Actor's Studio." 
Pages 5, 6 
Cold season:' 
It will soon be winter, 
and that means 
everyone is going to 
get sick. That is, unless 
they listen to us. So 
hop on one foot and 
sing "Stairway to 
Heaven" backwards. 
Before you get the 
"sweet satan" part, 
take of your shoes and 
claim to be the master 
of Chinese Che<:kers. 
•Then, after everyone 
has had a good laugh 
at you, get some real 
health tips. Page 8 
THE DAILY 
EAsTERN NEWS 
Welcome back, 
.. 
now get to work 
BY BRIAN GARTLAN I VERGE REPORTER 
It's nearing the end of the semester, so finals and _ 
stress are slowly creeping up on students. 
l}pperclassmen are aware of the pressure and most 
have learned to manage the stress, but freshmen who 
are facing their first finals in college are sailing into 
uncharted waters. 
Erin Steben, a senior career and technical education 
major, is 'a resident assistant at Lincoln Hall, and she 
said RAs do whatever it takes to make residents com-
fortable, especially freshmen. 
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of finals 
week,·she said juices and cereals would be set up in 
the morning to ensµre they "eat the most important 
meal of the day" and "exam snacks," like Smarties and 
Kudos, to promote academics. 
Mike Tozer, an on-campus counselor, said exercis-
ing, eating three meals a day, 'avoiding bad habits 
are important to avoid stress . 
. He said}tudents~do not have to necessarily go to 
the rec center to ~erdse, b~t any physical activity 
is good. 
He said students do not come running to the 
counseling center. during finals week, but stress 
does exist. 
"Don't wait until the last three weeks of the 
semester to study," Tozer said. "If you're cram~ 
ming, it is to0 late and you'll be stressed." 
Steben said RAs are willing to help. 
"(RAs) need to be in their rooms more during 
finals week to give students advice," she said. 
However, upperclassmen know what to expect. 
''A majority of finals can make or breaka 
grade," said Nick Gaona, .a senior career and 
technical, education major. 
Gaona, who has a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.3, is taking 13 credit hours, and he 
has three tests and one IO~page research paper. 
He said most of his grades are usually set before 
finals, but it's all the assignments he has to turn in 
prior to finals that induce his stress. 
Gaona said that study habits and preparation are 
yery important to handle stress. 
"I only study for one !est at a time," he said. 
Gaona said he feels more comfortable at the library 
or the Gregg Triad because he gets more work done 
there than at his fraternity house. 
"It seems like people don't care aboui; their tests," 
he said. "They don't seem to study as hard as I do." 
Steben said she would tell her reside~ts to study in 
a comfortable area, whether tr is a quiet area, like the 
library, or in an area with music turned down low or 
with a· friend. 
Gaona said an outlet to reducing stress is the most 
helpful way to tolerating it. 
He said he likes to go to the rec center and hang 
out with his girlfriend. 
"These are some techniques that calm me down," 
he said. . . 
Mary Richards, a junior psychology major, agreed 
with Gaona. 
"I like to work out when I am stressed,'" she said. 
"Sometimes I take notecards to the gym and I kill two 
birds with one stone." 
Tozer said periodic breaks are helpful and time is 
not always an opponent. 
He said finals in high school do not compare to 
college finals. 
Associate Verge Editor Holly Mohr recently added five. killer songs to my iPod that won't disappoint. These are the kind of songs 
that will keep you in the car when you're parked at your destination; you can't get out until the song is completely finished. 
'B I d' rUISe by Jack's Manequin . 
If you like this band's emo sound, try "Wait" from the band Something Corporate. Andrew McMahon is the lead singer of 
the two bands. 
'Sugar, We're Goin' Down' by Fa11 out eoy 
This band is a mix of punk and emo-rock. Relient K has a much similar sound with "The One I'm Waiting For." 
'Bum' by The cure 
This is one from back in the day. The song was featured on The Crow soundtrack. Another old-school spng that's worth a lis-
ten, if you like "Bum," is "How Soon ls Now" by The Smiths. Just hit play ... the song speaks for itself. 
'Stargazer' by The Tea Party 
This is one of those songs that you'll put on repeat and no one in the car will mind. "Soft Serve" by Soul Coughing is another 
song you might like if you're into this type of sound. 
'Soul Meets Body' by Death cab for cuti~ 
This is a recent addition to my iPod. It's a song that will put you in a good mood no matter what you're going through. 
Another song that I always wan.t to hear after this song is "Such Great Heights" by The Postal Service. 
· HE SAIOSHE SAID 
To transfer or not to transfer? 
STAYING PUT AND I LIKE IT 
DAVID THILL 
VERGE l:bllflR 
Roughly 3,000 of .Ea.nern's students are those who 
began their rollegiate career at another university and 
later decided to make Eastern their new home as trans-
futs. , 
I, however, am not one of those students. Being born 
and raised in Chadeston, the school I was going to 
attend was never in question and the thought of ttansfcr-
ring to another school never has nor will enter my mind 
It's not that I partirulady love the scenery around the 
university, as it is the -exact same lan<kcape that provided 
the backdrop for my entire 20 years on this F.arth mus 
fur. It is more~ I don't really feel like making a ~ 
country, cross-state or even cross-county trek just to have 
diffirulty making new friends and find a new way to fit 
lll . . 
Not only that, but the stability of going to one school 
fur fuur years provide$ the chance to get to know your 
surrounclinff that I, personally, would not be able to get 
by mt.ching to another school I mean, I just 6nally fig-
im:d out the lay of the land armmd Eastern. Did you 
know we have a castle on cariiJ:>us? I wonder when the 
last time was that someone tried to Jar, siege to it----Ocvtt 
mind. \ 
Also, could you itOagine having to start rooting for 
another m.:ot? I would most likdy just k«p wearing 
my silver and blue ~-paint and people would just 
think of me as the 'NCird kid in the aowd. Either that or 
they would just think that I was trying to be William 
Wallace fiom "Bravehcart." 
· And I have had enough trouble pas.5ing ~at a 
school I have attended four two and a half years, includ-
ing having the same pro~rs m~tiplc times. The last 
thing I need is to change schools and have to adjust my 
methods of sucking up and brown nosing my way into a 
better grade to fit a new set of instructors' Slalldartk. rm 
jmt too lazy fur that-but then again, I suppose: if I 
wcrcnt lazy in the first place I wouldn't have to be suck-
ing up at all. But I ~· 
The long and the short of it is that I like :Eastern. I am 
used to it. I am used to the ways I use to get around 
campus. I am used to seeing .the same fuxs day in and 
day out on my way to and fiom classes. 
I coi"udn't imagine leaving this school for another. 
Truthfully, once I leave this school, I plan on never set-
ting fuot inside another one ever 'again. And I have never 
been a fun of change in the first platt. That's why I went 
to school in my hornet.own, after all. 
't' f ; . . 
TRANSFERING A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY 
HOLLY MOHR 
ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR 
Things don'~ ·always work O\Jt'.'tfie•way I ptahlieei, 
especially having to do with college, but sometimes the 
twists surprise me and tum out better than what I 
expected 
My freshman year of college was spent going to con-
certs, ridirig the metro and hanging out in downtown 
Chicago. I attended a p~vate Christian college called 
Judson located in a ~hiCago suburb. I wanted to make 
strong friendships that would get me through all fuur 
years. 
I had always planned to graduat.e from Judson, but as 
I soon found out, things don't always work out the .way 
you planned 
My dad was being deployed for the war in Iraq, and 
his big paychecks that were paying fur my private col-
lege were going to be on hold until he returned I fin-
ished the year out and had to settle for Parkland, a jun-
ior college in Champaign. , 
Transferring to a secular junior college was a whole 
different experience. Instead of hanging out with new 
friends, I rekindled old high school friendships. I had a 
blast of slacking off and partying. Transferring was awe-
some. , 
I only stayed at Parkland fur two semesters and then 
transferred to Eastern. I thought it would be just as awe-
some as my last transfer experience, but I was wrong. 
Being a transfer student to a university can be one of 
the loneliest experiences a person can go through. I ate 
lunch alone, and I never hung out on campus. If that 
wasn't bad enough, many of my classes from Judson 
didn't count as_cn:dit here. Because of transferring, I w~ 
going to be a semester behind. . 
Transferring sucked that first semester, but I had my 
friends I made in college in Chieago and Champaign to 
get me through it.. 
I had a negative view of transferring until this, my 
second, semester. I finally socialized at Eastern, made 
friends and got more involved I realiz.cd that if I hadn't 
transferi-cd, I wouldn't have the opportunities I do at 
Eastern (courses, internships and reporting and editing 
cxpcriC{lcc for a college newspaper). 
Transferring worked for me. I met a lot of diverse 
people, lived in different areas and cxpcrienc.cd various 
cultures. I'm not going to lie, it was hard going from 
hanging in the city to country cruising, but stuff hap-. 
pens, and you just adjust. I think most transfer students 
will agree it just takes time. 
a I • ~ 
FBIDAYl 2/02/05 
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT 
SERVING BREAKFAST UNTIL 2 P.M. 
EVERY DAY 
7"' & Madison • 1 block North of the Courthouse • 345-7 427 
Fox Ridge Foundati·--•·.;m,,",, c'.,,,,._,.,;,:.0,~"'"' 
Poker Fundraiser 
No-Limit Texas Hold-Em 
Saturday, December 3, 2005 
Doors Open @ 12PM 
Games Start @ 1 PM SHARP 
At Roe's Blackfront 
410 Sixth St, Charleston 
Top 5 Spots Win M 
$50 Cash buy-In with two optional $25 re-buys 
Tournament Limited to 72 players. 
Players must be at least 21 years old to enter. ID will 
be checked at the time of registration. -
Contact .John Savage or Chris Patton with qu-tlons at 217-348-0105 
BIG SALEI 
WEDDING & BACHERLORETTE ITEMS 
GAG GIFTS & ZIPPO'S 
VIDEO'S I MAGAZINES 
DVD'S, NOVELTIES & TOYS 
SEXIEST UNGERIE IN TOWN . 
~mrnrn GIFT WITH PURCHASE 
VERGESTAFF 
-- ' 
PAVIOTHIU 
HOllYMOHR 
MEGAN JJRINEK, MATT MEINHEIT, CINDY TANNEY 
CIYEDS MARCO SANTANA, KATHY BAYER 
r.omcrus OENVERGEOGMAILCOM OR (21n 581·7943 
'• . .. . 'I ' .. 
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CONCERT REVIEW I Fall Out Boy 
• 
Chicago band proving it's all grown up 
Bv ERIN MILLER I SENIOR REPORTER 
You're my best-kept secret, but 
this show was no mistake. 
After years of playing smaller 
venues, Fall Out Boy plays to a 
sold-out crowd on the Nintendo . 
Fusion Tour at the Assembly Hall 
Star Theater in Ghampaigµ,. 
With an acnial set behind them 
and commendable lighting effects, 
this show appeared rlght from the 
start to be different than their past. 
After watching four opening 
bands, which were less ~esirable, 
the crowd was ready to see Fall 
Out Boy. 
The first band, Panic! From the 
Disco, played an abysmal set. 
Most of the audience took that 
time to buy concen T-shirts from 
the various vendors. 
Boys Night Out, a screaming · 
punk band, was hard to handle as 
the screaming was more of a muf-
fled shouting. 
ERIN MILLER I ONlHEVERGE 
Fall Out Boy guitarist Joe Troman and drummer Andrew Hurtey play before a sold-out crowd Nov. 19 at Assembly Hall In Champaign. 
Motion City. Soundtrack and 
The Starting Line were a little 
more bearable than the first two 
opening bands. 
A person finally walks across the 
stage with a sign reading "Act 
One," as the anticipation of ihe 
crowd builds for the final band. 
Thc_.stagi: has a picture of their 
album cover "From Under the 
Cork Tree" as the backdrop. 
. Dur_ing the past five years, Fall 
Out Boy has grown from a local 
Chicago band to a punk-pop 
MlV sensation. 
They started out playing smaller 
Chicago venues, like Metro, 3730 
N. Clark" St., or The Vic, 3145 
Nonh Sheffield Ave. 
Each venue only holds less than 
2,000 funs. 
Fall Out Boy opened for Mest at 
The Vic in 2004. 
Almost every fan in the theater 
rushed tO· the Stag@ a& they playedo. 
their first song, but many other 
people did not even know the 
band existed. 
· Nearly two years later, they are 
headlining a national tour with a 
· sold-out crowd. 
COLUMN I The following is the opinion solely of the author 
Activism alive at SOA 
JASON GIABIEC I VERGE REPORTER 
No mas, no more! 
Amid a generation thought .of as 
~ing politically stagnant, nine 
Eastern students joined over for an 
SOA Watch record of 19,000 peo-
ple to say, "No more!" to the 
School of the Americas. 
Rather than relaxing over full 
break,·these students decided to 
take an 11-hour car ride to 
1 Columbus, <;icorgia. 
There they protested against the 
School of the Americas with the 
SOA Watch, which has been annu-
ally staging the peaceful protest 
since 1990. · 
This year's protest and vigil 
landed on a beautiful full weekend 
where people gathered to listen to 
speakers ranging from Iraq 
Veterans against .the war to 
Argentine labor activists, music by 
anists such as Emily Salicrs, of the 
fndigo girls, and learn at dozens of 
tables set up by people supponing 
their different causes or selling 
their crafts. 
The school, which is funded by 
the United States government, 
trains Latin American men in mili-
tary and tonure tacties in order for 
them to go back to their native 
.countries and ipstill democracies. 
The reality of what these men 
do after they are let loose is fu 
. from that. Graduates of the SOA 
are responsible for the deaths of 
thousands of innocent men, · 
women and children. 
Alµiough the protest has 
remained inherently peaceful- over 
the last 15 years, preventative 
actions were taken in attempt to. 
muffle the ·voice of the protestors. 
Cameras were strat~cally 
placed up and down Fon Benning 
Road where the protest was held 
and a helicopter was constantly fly-
ing overhead. 
As a sign of solidarity, some 
human rights activists can choose 
to be arrested as a prisoner of con-
science by climbing over or under . 
the fenCC;S of the Fon. These peo-
ple can be imprisohed for up to six 
month and face a large fine. 
The Fon, however, has tried to 
stop this powerful gesture this year 
by adding two extra barbed wire · 
fences. The Fon's attempts were 
not successful since 40 people were 
arrested for bringing the protest · 
onto the Fon's propeny. 
Daniel Hoyt Daniels, 77, from 
The Assembly Hall Star Theater 
holds almost 8,000 fans. 
The entire crowd could not rush 
to the stage as they l~vc in the 
past. Most of the audience ~at in 
actual scats. 
People began to realize, they 
have made it. This is an actual 
concen. 
Although most of the funs were 
high schoolers, who probably fell 
in love with Fall Out Boy through 
their single "Sugar We're Going 
Down" off their sophomore album 
"From Under the Cork Tree." 
A majority of the people attend-
Beufon, S.C., joined die protest two 
years ago to represent his daughter 
Sue Daniels who could not attend 
because she was in prison. 
"The ones that want to make a 
statement cross the line and get 
arrested after going to trial. Sue 
got three months in prison," 
Daniels said . 
People of all ages, races, culture$, 
political viewpoints and religious 
beliefs gathered together to stand 
up for human rights of those that 
arc oppr~ from the graduates 
of the school. 
What is probably the most pow-
erful demonstration of the protest 
. is the Funeral Procession. White 
crosses are handed out to the thou-
sands of people with the names 
and ages of victims killed by S.OA 
graduates. The protesters walk in a 
loop as pCQple on stage read off 
names, ages and countries of those 
killed by SOA grads. After each 
name is read, everyone holds their 
cross above their head as they 
chant 'Presente.' 
"The experience. of walking up 
to the gates in a straight line with 
thousands of people, you can feel 
the spiritual power of everyone 
chanting 'presente! presentc! after 
they read off the names of the fall-
en. You can rarely match that 
kind of spiritual power in such a 
. positive manner," said Jonathan 
ing the concen were also familiar 
with their songs off Pi.cir debut 
album, ~Talu: this to your Grave." 
Pete Wentz, bassist, did most of 
the talking as he tcrids to do dur-
ing all of the shows. 
H e overused some swear words 
and eyeliner, but that didn't take 
away from the show. 
The high-energy stage perform-
ance from guitarist, Joe Troman 
and Wentz keeps the audience on 
their feet. 
Both band members jumped in 
the air, twirled their instruments 
and kept moving during the entire 
Dean, a junior economics major . . 
During this march, groups· carry 
banners and demonstrators put on 
acts like the Puppctistas who re-
enact atrocities that SOA grads 
were responsible for. 
One such re-enactment is the 
murder and raping of four reli-
gious sisters by SOA grads. Father 
Roy Bourgeois founded the SOA 
Watch because of this incident.. 
The protest goes beyond closing 
the School of Americas for many. 
It is a chance for people to gather 
together from all across the coun-
try that care about human rights. 
Alumna Jillian· Phillips, English, 
and former chair of the Haiti 
Connection joined the group for 
the weekend. 
"It's. a retreat, a renewal. of 
your spirit and your purpose 
and why you do the work you 
do to try t1> bring solidarity 
among the American people," he 
said. "By Americas, I mean all of 
the Americas and sometimes it's 
hard riot to feel a little frustrat-
ed and aggravated when you're 
out there by yourself doing this 
work. So it's nice to gather with 
tens of tho~sands of people and 
remember that you're not alone 
in the fight." 
Although there are many who 
care about such causes, they are 
still a minority. Young peopJc 
show. 
The dedication of the audience 
was apparent, as people even went 
as fu to buy fake wrist bands to 
get into the standing area. 
Unlike past shows, mashing was 
limited, but security guards still had 
to keep the crowd surfers at bay. 
Wentz even did his usual bit of 
crowd surfing as fans cheered to 
the music. 
Patrick Stump, singer, seemed co 
be a little ·more outgoing than in 
past shows. 
Because of his energy and voice, 
the audience stayed out of their 
chairs and on their feet. 
"Act 1" consisted of mostly 
newer songs. All of the band mem-
bers wore white. 
As "Act 2" approached, they 
dressed in typical Fall Out Boy 
~ttirc. Jeans and black shirts. 
They played a mixture of old 
songs such as, "Saturday" and 
"Chicago is So Two Years Ago" and 
newer songs such as "Of All the 
Gin Joints In All The World" 
The sound in Assembly Hall Star 
Theater did take a little away from 
the show as the speakers erhoed. 
Almost six months after playing 
The Canopy dub in Urbana, which 
only holds 750 people, they arc sell-
ing out arenas across the country. 
No one could have imagined they 
would have grown to be so big. 
For those who have followed 
them on their journey it is a bitter-
sweet victory, but this show proved 
it is more sweet than bitter. 
especially simply do not care 
about things that happen out-
side of their realm. It is impor-
tant for the youth, the future, to 
get involved and stand up for 
something. 
"I think that students need to 
get involved more and care about 
other people," said Robin Duncan, 
a freshman political science major. 
"I don't understand how people 
~ not care ~qt anything and 
have no opinion about anything." 
It does not matter what a stu-
dent's cause is, but it is imponant 
to stand up for something. People 
should fight for what they believe. 
"Standing up for what you 
believe in is hard, especially when 
a lot of people that are close to you 
don't agree with you, but if it's 
what you believe in, you shouldn't 
jeop~ that for anything," said 
Rachael Luitjohan, a senior psy-
chology major and chair of the 
Haiti Connection. "Opening your 
eyes isn't that terrible. You never 
know what you'll find," 
Students that want to get 
involved with the protest against 
the SOA can go to the Newman 
Center, which is located at 500 
Roosevelt Avenue behind Lawson 
and Andrews Hall. 
To learn more about the SOA 
Watch, visit their website at 
www.soaw.org. 
--- . 
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.EBGEfASHION 
style snapsnots: 
'Suit' yourse ves 
As winter approaches, it's time to bring out the lay-
ers: sweaters, scarves and coats. 
Though some fuels have futed from last winter, this 
season's fashion offerings remain close in comparison. 
ZIP (ti Bll1Tl1f) IT 
While seeking fashionable winter warmth, a jack-
et is the first and most instrumental piece of outer-
wear. 
A contrast to last winter, "puffy" has become 
passe and shorter, more formfitting coats are growing 
in popularity. Longer, tailored jackets, however, are 
still a chic item and pea coats remain a lasting classic. 
PUT ml l!T FOOT IN ... MD YOUR RISO' FOOT, TOO 
Fur is all the rage this season, more so than last 
winter, from head to toe - especially, toe. Sheepskin, 
faux fur and leather are. continuing foot trends from 
last winter's fashion and similar to last season, some 
trends need to be demonstrated in moderation. 
Leather boots are acceptable in most shades of 
neutral, dark or bright colors whether ankle, mid-calf 
or knee-high length; however, when it comes to 
sheepskin and faux·fur, expression is more limited. 
Bright colored fur can reflect a "muppet" look. 
while thickness and texture, if too extreme, can give 
off "Cruella De Ville" vibes. Keep fur at moderate 
length, thickness and texture, sticking to neutral col-
ors such as white, camel and olack. Similarly, too 
many buckles and strings will make you like a charac-
ter in •araveheart." Boots focusing on one feature 
(bright color, buckle, strings, etc.} while mid-calf in 
height are most appropriate for this trend .. 
IT'S TIE umE E THAT muNT 
. 
Since rich, earthy browns have been rumored as 
the colors of winter '05, spice up ensembles wicb 
vibrant gemstones in brooches and pins, a lingering 
ttcpd. from seasons past. 
C.Olorful or fur trimmed hats and gloves also add 
a splash of Ufe to more simplistic pieces. Layerift'g col-
orful long-sleeve tee's, fleece and flannel provide addi-
tional flare to neutral and bright colored jackets while 
fur lining and trimming is increasingly becoming a 
well-worn trend. 
Whether long or short, thick or thin, silk 9r 
wool, ckapcd or tied, scarves are the most expressive 
of winter accessories. Ranging in fabric and pattern, 
scarves can transform a single winter jacket into mul-
tiple outdoor looks. But, while pashminas, shawls 
and other wraps remain mildly admired, ponchos, a 
rapid trend started by Jessica Simpson, are ending 
faster than her marriage. 
.::_The Couture eo:.eit 
Bundle up and be beautiful 
When it comes to winter coats, form·fitting is in 
HOUY M<>H1 I ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR 
A huge trend in fashion right now is the short, 
more tailored winter coats for girls, retailers say. 
Gia McCoy, assistant manager of Abercrombie & 
Fitch in Market Plac.e Mall in Champaign, said her 
store sells many short-cut winter jackets to girls of all 
ages. 
•Girls want to show off their figures even in win-
ter," she said. •These coats compliment the body and 
are more attractive than a big, puffy coat." 
Abercrombie & Fitch's current bestseller 'short coats 
are known as •me bomber" and "the racer." 
McCoy said the bomber is a coat with fur that just 
comes to a girl's waist. The racer is "more of a suede 
coat that comes straight down like a motorcycle jack-
.ct." 
McCoy said iirls of all siz.es wear the short-cut 
coats. 
"Small coats can look good on any body size as long 
as the girl buys her size," she said. 
McCoy said there is a difference between "cute 
short and too snug." 
Hollister is another clothing store that sports the 
short coat as a fashion. 
"Everyone wants to sho~ off their ~es," said 
Rebecca Monson, manager of Hollister in Market 
Place Mall in Champaign. "More form-fitting coats 
are in style." 
Monson said girls-who shop at Hollister go for 
more of the stylish look than the warmth factor. 
Some students, however, aren't jumping on the 
small coat bandwagon. 
. ' 
"Coats are like shoes 
that don't ftt. As long as 
they look cute, it 
doesn't matter." 
•Some students wear Northfacc or Columbia coats 
that cover their body," she said. "But they probably 
wear small coats when they go out for the night 
because it's a more fashionable choice." 
She said she thinks the short-coat style will stay in 
fashion for a long time. 
Other fashion retail workers agree. 
Shannon Trueblood, manager of Maurice's in 
Mattoon, said the small coat uend is here to stay. 
But she said she doesn't think the coats will get 
shorter than what they are now. 
"The trend is to have yow winter coat shorter than 
what you've got underneath," she said. "We sell q_uite 
a bit of them." 
Trueblood said the winter coat is now more of a 
fashion statement than an article of clothing to keep a 
tter." 
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"The Last Night of the Yankee Dynasty" 
Author: Buster Olney 
. **** 
BYTIMMAmN 
VERGE REPORTER 
out of 
***** 
The last word of the 'Yankee Dynasty' 
single world championship trophy. off against the Yanks. The story, · would start in the aftermath of 
What happened? though, docs not include much Game Seven (yes, the Yanks lost 
Buster Olney, the Yankees beat · play-by-play. The game acts as a that night), Olney focuses on the 
reporter fur The New York Ttmes natural gUidc to link detailed glory year forcing the reader to 
during those yJ:afS, explains the profil~s of everyone from Derck make their own assumptions and 
franchise's dcniisc in his book Jeter to George Steinbrenner to comparisons to the super star-
YEBGEBEVIEW. 
Olney's book from other sports 
novds, which tend to focus on a 
single athlete or an individual sea-
son. 
'"Thc Last Night of the Yankee Rudy Giuliani. laden but less suCccs5ful Yankees of 
Olney pinpoints the beginning of 
the Yanktts championship march to 
chc Cpty 1990s when Steinbrenner 
·received a t:cmporary ban fiom base-
ball That all<JM':d thm gcnml man-
ager Gene Michaels to build a~ 
of patient hitters and dominant pitch-
ing- not jwr high-priced superstars. 
In a furc..ycar span ending in 
2000, the New York Yankees won 
four World Seri~. Then the next 
five years bl'CC7.Cd by with the 
Bronx Bombers fulling to hoist a 
. 
Dynasty." What gets revealed is that the . today. 
The book is set on Nov. 7, dominant Yankees teams of the "Last N'ight" is a beat reporter's 
2001 - the date of Game Seven 1990s found a winning equation expose on the great Yankee 
of the World, Series when the by mixing talent with intangibles. dynasty. The context and perspcc-
Arizona Diamondbacks squared Although the book title suggests he rive over time is what separates 
_,., . 
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Pinball enters digital age 'Baggage' ·off Broadway 
NMetroid Prime: Pinball" 
*** out of 
***** 
BY DAVID THILL I VERGE EDITOR 
There comes a time in every young girl's 
life when one may come to notice certain 
changes. The inevitable awkwardness of 
puberty rears its ugly head and takes hold. 
It would seem that after 19 years, nine 
games and five different Nintendo plat-
forms, the Metroid franchise and heroine 
Samus hav~ finally readied that video game 
puberty with the newest release "Metroid 
Prime: Pinball." 
Throughout the years, the Metroid series 
has made few changes to a proven strategy. 
The series began as a classic side-scrolling, 
adventure shooter making the switch to a 
first-person shooter after graduating to the 
GameCube console. 
However, shooting countless Metroids and 
battling the Mother Brain m~t have 
become old hat for the folks over at 
Nintendo as Samus made her largest leap to 
date in the first true spin-off of the series, 
coming in classic arcade pinball fashion. 
Upon first glance, the game seems like a 
needless ploy to. increase revenue and hold 
gamers over until the release of "Metroid 
Prime: Hunters." 
But the game makes several changes to the 
old-fashioned formula by introducing a 
combat mode, multi-ball modes, bosses to 
battle and even incorporating the touch 
screen technology of the Game Boy OS 
(dual screen for you laymen). 
Watching Samus roll around in her famil-
iar ball form will keep fans squealing for joy 
for only so long as the difficulty to progress 
beyond the first two levels grows from seem-
ingly difficult to clearly impossible. 
While the changes made to the pinball 
format do increase the: level of gameplay, it 
ulamately hitiders the experience as some 
garners may find it difficult to deal with 
fighting off parasites and space pirates that 
land on the table, collecting points while 
trying to juggle three balls they may have 
accidentally acquired by stumbling across 
one of the many hidden power-up spots. 
One other problem the game faces is the 
space in between the two screens ~f the OS. 
At certain times the ball moves so fast that it 
becomes difficult at best to keep up with the 
constant jumping from screen to screen, 
But making the transition from one genre 
of any son to a quirky one is dangerous. 
Sonic the Hedgehog made the leap suc-
cessfully with "Sonic Spinball," but that 
came after the series had only released three 
titles; so changing the gameplay was not as 
difficult. · 
The change of pace may be a bit much for 
the hard-core Metroid gamers, but to new-
comers it may be wonh a look. Although 
renting would be suggested over buying. 
And if you are just aching for some video 
pinball action, one would do wise to simply 
stick with the hedgehog anyway. 
"Rent" 
Rated PG-13 
Directed by Cl)ris Columbus 
**** out of 
***** 
BY AMY SIMPSON I NEWS EDITOR 
If theater fans can't make it to Broadway· 
thls November, a showing of the screen ver-. 
sion of~Rent" is the next best option. 
The musical started as "La Boheme," an 
opera by Puccini. Jonathan Larson later 
revamped it into the 19% hit rock musical, 
with the film version featuring the direction 
of Chris Columbus. 
"Rent" is the story of a closely tied group 
of New York twenty-somethings who 
embrace their Bohemian lifestyle and strug-
gle to live in the East Village io 1989 despite 
their meager incomes, drug addictions, bat-
tles with AIDS and personal "baggage." 
Cast members of the big screen adapta-
tion appeared in the original Broadway ver-
sion of the musical - in a high-energy and 
vocally powerful performance. 
The soundtrack, which is the primary 
vehicle used to unfold the plot in lieu of dia-
logue, is energetic and fast-paced throughout 
. with timely segues into over-the-top 
Broadway-style numbers (like "Tango 
Maureen") one would expect to see on the 
stage itself. 
These showy, stage-like presentations of 
the popular musical numbers may come as a 
bit of a shock to viewers expecting more of a 
traditional movie than a musical adaptation, 
but most will quickly become enveloped in 
the rich story of love and dedication in th~ 
face of inevitable tragedy. 
The inherent problem reveals itself early 
on as Benny (Taye Diggs), who has recently 
married into money by marrying his ex-
landlord's daughter, thr~tens ~o leave ex-
roommates Mark (Anthony Rapp) and 
Roger (Adam Pascal) without a residence if 
they don't stop Mark's ~-gjdfriend-turned­
lesbian Maureen (Idina Menzel) from 
protesting the building of a corporate 
'recording studio in their neighborhood. 
From there, the cast is entwined in a pat-
tern of overcoming their own insecurities 
and fears as they realize they own neither 
their homes nor rights to life and loy.e, all 
the while keeping a relatively positive out-
. look on their experiences. 
Mark, a struggling anistic filmmaker doc-
uments the lives of his eclectic group of 
friends, many of which the audience ~oon 
realiz.cs could succumb to disease at any 
time. Through the lens of Mark's camera, 
the strength and love of the group is 
revealed. They thrive in the face of adversity 
and, as pointed out br~efly in the movie 
throUgh dialogue and slips of AIDS suppon. 
group sessions, the characters are living with, 
not dying from, their obstacles. 
A dramatic, emotion-evoking film, "Rent" 
is sure to be as successful and praised as its 
onstage prcd~r. 
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Rap stars come together for Murder Inc. trial 
brothers were ~ctims of guilt by association. as an entertainment executive, she added. BvTOM HAYS 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER "There's nothing illegal about knowing a criminal, about The defense has portrayed the Lorenzo brothers_ both 
gocializing with a criminal, even doing busin~ with a crimi- charged with money laundering _ as legitimate businessmen 
NEW YORK-A constellation of hip-hop stars gathered 
Wednesday for closing arguments in the trial of a top rap 
executive who prosecutors say laundered more than $1 mil-
lion in drug money for a notorious cocaine kingpin. 
nal, unless you commit a crime," Shargd said. "Irv and who made it big adopting a gangster persona and starting 
Chris Lorenzo committed no crime." Murder Inc. with Def Jam, a subsidiary of Universal Music. 
The government claims Murder Inc., home to platinum- They decided to invest their own money in McGriff's movie 
selling artists Ashanti and Ja Rule, struck an illicit dCal with because he was an old friend from their Queens neighbor-
Irving Lorenzo, chief of the Murder Inc. label, and his · 
brother Christopher knew Kenneth "Supreme" McGriff was 
a "a thug and a drug dealer, and they were helpiag him 
cover it up," Assistant U.S. Attorney Carolyn Pokorny said 
at the Lorenzos' racketeering trial. 
" one of the biggest, baddest, most dangerous drug lords in hood, Shargel said. 
New York City," Pokorny told the jury. "Even if Supreme McGriff was the biggest drug dealer in 
McGriff allegedly funneled more than $1 million in drug the world, and even if 'Crime Parmers' was the worst film in 
money through Murder Inc. in return for serving as the the history of American entertainment, there is nothiiig illc-
Lorcnzos' protector and enforcer. A government witness who gal about giving backing to a movie," he said. 
Between signing autographs at the Brooklyn CC?urthousc, 
Jay-Z, Ja Rule, Ashanti, Fat Joe and Russell Simmons took 
front-row scats in suppon of Irving.Lorenzo, a music pro-
ducer and entrepreneur known professionally as Irv Gotti. 
once worked at the label testified that he saw a "huge The brothers are free on $1 million bail. McGriff, who 
amount" of money delivered in shopping bags and a shoe fuccs murder charges, will have a separate trial. 
box in 2000. The judge barred prosecutors from introducing evidence 
"Po~erty and ignorance is more of problem in our com-
munity than convicting our poets," Simmons told reponers 
outside court. 
Murder Inc. cut tens of thousands of dollars in checks for that the Lorenzos knew about an alleged plot by McGriff to 
sham corporations controlled by McGriff. including a movie shoot 50 Cent amid the rapper's ongoing·war of words with 
company that produced a straight-to-video film called Ja Rule. Investigators believe 50 Cent, who famously sur-
"Crime Parmers 2000," Pokorny Said. The label also covered vived the shooting, had angered the drug lord by writing the 
Defense attorney Gerald Shargcl argued that the Lorenzo his expenses as he traveled around the country masquerading song "Ghetto Koran" about him. · 
Watchdogs say cannibalism is a no-no in 
recent video games 
Bv ANDREW MIGA 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRrTER 
WASHINGTON-Video games 
glamorizing guns and violence have long 
drawn the ire of media watchdog groups. 
This holiday season, they say they have 
found a bloody new wrinkle to hate: canni-
balism. 
Gamcsfcaruring graphie seenes ef nri, 
balism, "F.E.A.R" and "Stubbs the Zombie 
in Rebel Without a Pulse," were among the 
12 "games to avoid" listed Tuesday by the 
National Institute on Media and the Family. 
"It's something we've· never seen before," 
. said institute president David Walsh, warn-
ing that today's games are "more extreme" 
and more easily available to underage kids 
than ever before. 
In "Stubbs the Zombie," the lead charac-
ter cats the brains of hu~ans as blood splat-
ters across the screen. 
"It's jtist the wors·t kind of message to 
kids," said Sen. Joe Lieberman, D-Conn., 
who joined institute official~ at a press con-
ference announcing the group's 10th annual 
video game repon card. "T!iey can be tho-: 
gcrous to your children's healdi." 
. Hal Halpin, head of Interactive 
Entertainlnent Merchants Association, an 
industry trade group, defended such games, 
saying they are rated M, not intended for 
children under 17. 
"It's not appropriate far kids and it is 
~early labeled that way," said Halpin. 
"There are R-rated movies and DVDs." 
The institute showed video clips that 
includ~d gang warfare against police in "The 
Warriors" and a rogue police officer gunning 
down victims in "True Crime: New York 
City:" 
"Blitz: The League" has scenes of.football 
players hiring prostitutes and engaging in 
drug deals, Walsh noted. "Doom 3," 
:&e5i#qt Ev.ii i'Jw:I ~~ut~ 
Libeny City Stories" also ~ade tJ?.e list. 
The institute's ~cret shopper survey 
found that 44 percent of child buyers were 
able to buy M-rated games with sexual and 
violent content intended for those aged 17 
and over _ ari increase of 10 percent from a 
2004 study. 
Halpin pointed out that secret underage 
shoppers were turned down 56 percent of 
the time _ nearly three times the number 
rejected in a 2000 study. 
"This overall trend demonstrates strong 
and growing retailer commitment to video 
game rating enforcement, although clearly 
we are not yet where we want to be as an 
industry," saidJialpin. 
Walsh, · ~eanwhile, cited increases of 
3,000 percent in profunity and ~00 percent 
in sexual content in M~rated games since the 
1990s. He also said the industry's 
Enteitainment Software Ratings Board, 
which assigns game ratings, is "broken and 
beyond repair." Walsh's group plans to 
organize a summit next year to create a new 
ratings system . 
. 
Fox Network signs Cowell to long-term deal 
Bv D\VID BAUDER 
Af' TB.EVISION WRITTR 
NEW YORK-Simon Cowdl ~be insult-
ing prospcctivc singers on "American Idol" for 
several ycus-to rome. 
Fox announced Tuesday that it had reached a 
deal that keeps the insult-wielding talent show 
judge on tdevision 's most popular show for at 
~ five more seasons. His rontract had been 
due to expire at the end of the season that starts 
in January. 
1bc announcement comes with the settlement 
of a lawsuit against Cowdl by fdlow British pop 
imprcsuio Simon Fuller. 1bc lawsuit was repon-
cdly a stumbling block in Fox beiDg able to reach 
' r ,., ' . 
a deal to keep Cowdl on "American Idol" 
A ~man for Fremande Media, which 
clistribures "American Idol" and prodtnS 
Cowdl's new show, ''X-Faaor," ronfinned the 
alSiC had been settled out of court, but rdWed to 
give details. She said ooth sides were happy with 
the outcome. 
Fox would not romment Tuesday on reports 
that it was oomidering moving one of the two 
~editions of "American Idol" to Thursday 
night. 
In his copyright infiingcment lawsuit, Fuller 
had daimed that Cowdl had copied the fonnat 
of"Pop Idol" _ the British version that predated 
the U.S. version of"American Idol" _ for ''X-
Factor." 
.. ' 
FCC Chair threatens cable and satellite 
providers if act isn't cleaned up 
Sexual content and profanity co~ld be on the chopping block 
Bv JENNIFER C. KERR 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
WASHINGTON-Sexed-up, profunity-
laced shows on cable and satellite 1V 
.ib!Lwd be fo,r adult ges ~!l)y. and _pro~~e~ 
must do more to shield children or could 
find themselves fucing indecency fines, the 
nation's top communications regulator says. 
"Parents need better and more tools to 
help them navigate the entertainment 
waters, particularly on cable and satellite 
TY," Federal Communications .. 
Commission Cliairman Kevin Martin told 
Congress on Tuesday. 
Manin suggested several options, includ-
ing a "family-fiiendly" tier of channels that 
would offer shows suitable for kids, such as 
the programs shown on the Nickelodeon 
channel. 
He also said cable and satellite providers 
could consider letting consumers pay for a 
bundle of channds that they coula choose 
themselves _ an "a la carte" pricing system. 
lf providers don't find a way to police 
smut on television, Martin said, federal 
decency standards should be considered. 
at the Super Bowl nearly two years ago, 
indecency foes have turned up the pressure 
. on Congress to do more to cleanse the air-. 
waves. But efforts to hike fines have so fur 
fulled. 
Even so, Committee Co-Chair Daniel 
Inouye, D-Hawaii, told die forum that 
lawmakers want to ~ the iridustty help 
protect children from indecent and violent 
programming. 
"If you don't come up with an answer, 
we will," he said. 
Congress is considering several bills that 
would boost fines. 
Chairman Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, said 
some critics have complained the bills 
don't go fur enough and that decency stan-
''You can always turn the 
television off and of course 
block the channels you 
don't want,but why should 
you have to?" 
KEvlN MADIN, FCC CHAllMAN 
dards should be expanded to cover cable 
"You can always turn the tdevision off 
and of eourse block the channels you don't 
want," he said, "but why should you have 
to?" • and satellite. 
Martin spoke at an all-day forum on 
indecency before the Senate Commerce 
Committee. It included more than 20 
entertainment indwtry, government an<j 
public interest leaders with differing views 
on whether broadcast networks, cable and 
satellite companies need more regulation. 
Cable and satellite representatives 
defended their operations, and said they've 
been working to hc:lp educate parents on 
the tools the companies offer to block 
unwanted programming. They also said "a 
la cane" pricing would drive up costs for 
equipment, customer service and market-
ing _ charges that would likely be ·passed to 
subscribers. 
Others at the forum, such as the 
Christian Coalition, urged Congress to 
increase the fines against indecency on' the 
airwaves from the current $32,500 maxi-
mum penalty per violation to $500,000. 
Since the Janet Jackson "breast-exposure" 
.. ' " '" .. 
Currently, oblccnity and indecency stan-
dards apply only to over-the-air broadcast-
ers. Congress would need to give the FCC 
the authority to police cable and satellite 
programmillg. 
Kyle McSlarrow, head of the National 
Cable &amp; Telecommunications · 
Association said the government doesn't 
need to intervene, and that there's more 
room fot self rcgulatlon. 
SOme lawmakers also romplained about the 
1V ra~ system and said it was too ronfus-
ing for parents. But broadcasters said they 
weren't ready to give up on the V-chip and 
the ra~ system it uses to hdp identify pro-
grams with sex:, violence or crude language. 
Jack Valenti, the former president of the 
Motion Picture Association of America, 
cautioned lawmakers to let the industry 
come up with a solution. Otherwise, he 
said, "you begin t~ torment and tonure the 
First Amendment." 
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Tbe cold weather ... some people nowbere to tum but the fireplace and I CIR Iii ... Students CIR sunin tile winter conditions Q consuming Vitamin A Ind C, zinc and just 
Hndllng up when making Ille commute to cllSStS. -
BY HOLLY MOHR 
ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR 
Warm, cold, warm, cold; the 
temperature in Illinois is sddo~ 
predictable. The constant change 
in temperature this season not only 
messes with students physically but 
.emotionally as well. 
"I get happy when it's warm 
outside and then depressed when 
it's cold," said Jennifer Huls, a jun-
ior art major. "The constant _ 
change in weather for me is more 
of a mood change than anything." 
The weather seems to be teasing 
the students lately. On Monday, 
the sun was shining and students 
walked campus in sweatshirts, 
barely a coat in sight. But on 
Tuesday, the wind blew hard, and 
II' ... " I , ...... ,,..., . ,.. ... 
Snow flurries causing snot flurries 
the sun was nowhere to be found. 
The temperature fluctuations 
men't only affectiilg Huls' emo-
tions but also her physical health. 
"I usually don't get sick," Huls 
said. "I've recently caught a bad 
cold." 
Huls said many students are try-
ing to adjust to the rold and warm 
weather changes, but they are still 
getting sick. ' 
"It seemed like everyone was 
getting sick the past month," she 
said. 
Allergies are also a concern when 
the weather starts to fluctuate, 
especially in the winter. 
"People don't think it's allergy 
season in the winter, so they stop 
taking their allergy medication," 
said Jeanne Wilbur, a registered 
" . 
nurse at the Academy in Women's 
Health Care in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 
Wilbur said people who have 
seasonal allergies should stay on 
medication through the winter 
because of constant temperature 
changes. 
"The warmth stirs up the moJd 
spores again and triggers allergies," 
. she said. "You may think you have 
a cold, but it could possibly be 
your allergies acting up." 
Wilbur said that the mold spores 
"don't really die off in the winter" 
and ~immune systems are compro-
mised when the weather changes 
unpredictably:" 
Asthma is triggered by frequent 
drops and rises in temperature as 
well. 
"Sudden changes (in tempera-
ture) can cause the release of aller-
gens, such as pollen, that can make 
asthma worse in people whose 
asthma is allergy-related," says an 
article from 
www.newtoasthma.com. 
Wilbur said wearing a sCarf over 
the mouth and nose outside will 
help prevent asthmatic problems. 
The ever-changing temperature 
may be a pain at Eastern, but it's 
nothing new. 
Huls said weather in Illinois 
changes all the time. 
"Change is normal, and there's 
always a pos$ibility for another 
warm day," she said. "But the cold 
reminds me that Christmas is com-
ing closer.~ 
